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The MG8Kis the latest product
from Educational Microcom-
puter Systems (EMS). Built
around Motorola's MC68000
32-bit central processing unit
(CPU), the M68K can be used as a
single-board computer for ex-
perimentation and controller ap-
plications or as a base for a power-
ful computer system.

The on-board memory consists
of 20K bytes of fast (100nsec)
static RAM and 16K bytes of
EPROM space used by the on-
board monitor. You can also add
256K bytes of memory with the
expansion connectors. Two serial
asynchronous ports are pro-
vided—one for connection to a
CRT terminal and one for a
modem or host computer used in
download operation mode. Both
serial ports operate at 9,600 baud.
A 16-bit parallel bidirectional port
is also provided. The input section
ofthis port is interrupt driven and
can be used for printer input/out-
put (I/0) operation. An on-board
watchdog circuit works in con-
junction with the parallel port to
monitor the CPU activity.

Seven autovector interrupts and
three expansion interfaces are pro-
vided. All interfaces are complete-
ly buffered. Power requirements
for the board are 5V at 1.5A and
+12V at 100mA.

Also available from EMSis the
MKG8KE system enclosure. Its all-
aluminum construction can ac-
commodate four M68K boards
and provide sufficient power for
system operation. The MD512K
memory/disk controller card ex-
pands the memory capability of
the M68K system to 512 bytes of
fast (100nsec) static RAM
operating without wait states. In
addition to its memory capa-
bilities, the MD512K has an on-
board universal floppy-disk con-
troller allowing implementation of
complex operating systems such
as CP/M 68K or FMMROS.

Fordetails on all these products,
write to EMS, PO Box 16115, Ir-
vine, CA 92713, (714) 553-0133.

Fast Reply #JH836
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Two new products are now avail-
able from Proto PC Inc. The Cool
It fan can increase the life of com-
puters, disk drives, stereos, VCRs
and other electronic equipment by
blowing cool, filtered air into the
heat vent, thus creating a positive-
pressure seal to keep out harmful
dust and smoke. The fan consists
of a long-life, low-noise fan and a
replaceable filter. You can install
it without tools on any vented
equipment. The fan is black and
measures 4 by 4 by 1% inches.

The EX2000 is a microproces-
sor-based test instrument used to
align and repair floppy-disk drives
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with industry-standard SA400 and
SA800 interfaces. Features include
quality European keys and gold
connectors, test points for easy
scope hookup, speed check (in-
stantaneous and average) and step
rate select, as well as all standard
exerciser functions. Optional ac-
cessories include cable sets for 5
and 8-inch drives, along with
alignment disks and manuals for
virtually every floppy-disk drive.

Information on both products is
available from Proto PC Inc., 2439
Franklin Ave., St. Paul, MN 55114,
(612) 644-4660.
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The Folklife Terminal Club, an
international Commodore com-
puter users group with members
in more than 12 countries, has
made its software library available
to other users of Commodore
equipment. The club has just
issued a new catalog offree soft-
ware from its archives, which con-
tain more than 6,000 public-
domain programs in education,
science, business, games, utilities
and more than 25 other cate-
gories. The programs are stored
on disk and may be used on vari-

ous configurations of PET, CBM,
64, VIC, 16 and Plus 4 computers.

Separate catalog disks, contain-
ing a listing ofall available pro-
grams, instructions and an associ-
ate membership to the club, are
available for each Commodore
computer. The club charges a
copying and mailing fee of $15 per
disk.

To find out more about this soft-
ware, contact the Folklife Termi-
nal Club, Box 555-SB, Co-op City
Station, Bronx, NY 10475.

Fast Reply #JH990

Two free Application Note guides
are now available from Analog
Devices.

Thefirst describes applications
for the functionally dense
AD7226, a monolithic CMOS quad
DAC (data acquisition and control)
system containing four DACs, in-
terface logic and output amplifiers
for buffered voltage. Among the
applications discussed are pro-
grammable offset voltage adjust of
operational amplifiers; a digital-to-
analog (D/A) converter providing
automatic calibration for four op
amps; a set-point controller circuit
that allows fine adjustment over a
wide voltage range; and a self-
programmable reference voltage
using one DAC.

The other guide deals with the
ADG667, a complete 12-bit mono-
lithic D/A converter with on-board
latches and output amplifier. This
guide illustrates the ADGG7’s flex-
ibility when used in data-conver-
sion applications and describes in-
terface techniques using the 68000
and IBM PC. Analog signal-proc-
essing guidelines and how to
generate custom output ranges are
outlined.

To obtain copies of these two
publications, write to Analog De-

vices, Route 1, Industrial Park, PO
Box 280, Norwood, MA 02062.
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The N2960 Error Detection and
Correction (EDC) device is a
single-chip solution to memory
reliability in high-performance
computer systems. It is pin and
function compatible with the
industry-standard AM2960C and is
available in a 48-pin, plastic dual
in-line package (DIP) or a stan-
dard, hermetically sealed, ceramic
DIP.

The N2960 boosts memoryre-
liability by correcting all single-bit
errors in very-high-speed micro-
processor-based systems. It also
detects all double-bit and some
triple-bit errors. In typical use,
memory reliability is improved



60-fold over non-EDC implemen-
tations. In operation, the N2960
generates check bits on either an
8 or 16-bit data field according to
a modified Hamming code. The
device operates on data read from
memory.

The high speed of the N2960
(32nsec worst case for data into
error detect and 65nsec worst case
for data into corrected data out)
makes this chip ideal for 8 and
16-bit memory-intensive systems.
Because the chip can be cascaded,
you can readily accommodate 32
and 64-bit architectures.

The N2960 is made in a pro-
prietary high-performance bipolar
process. It operates from a single
+5V power supply,is transistor-

transistor logic (TTL) compatible
and dissipates 300mA (typical). It
is rated for operation across the
commercial temperature range (0°
to 70°C).

Write to Signetics, 811 East Ar-

ques Ave., PO Box 409, Sunny-
vale, CA 94086, (408) 739-7700.
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Rapid Systems has introduced an
easy-to-use digital oscilloscope
peripheral for IBM, Apple and
Commodore personal computers.
To use it, you simply plug the
device into the computer and slip
in the supplied disk.

The four-channel scope has a
2MHz sampling rate, 500kHz
analog bandwidth and diode pro-
tection on all inputs. Its graphics
display is color enhanced, using
up to 138 by 288 pixels for data
display (up to four traces) and four
lines of text for initial (default)
values of the scope’s parameters.
A fast, informative, menu-driven
operation provides keyboard con-
trol of gain parameters for chan-
nels A-D, time base values,
number of channels and trigger
mode. All the post-processing
capabilities of the computer are
also available to store and retrieve
waveforms from disk, analyze and
process information, compute and
word process.

Digital Devices has expanded
its Universal Printer (U-Print) line
of computer-printer products to
include the Model AP, designed
for use with Apple IIc computers.
It joins the Model A (for Atari) and
Model C (for Commodore), ena-
bling home computer usersto use
printers manufactured by almost
any company with these units.

Schmidt Electronics Inc. is
a good source of sophisticated
electronic test instruments.
Schmidt offers a $700 Fluke
4% -digit digital bench meter for
$400, along with a Hewlett-Pack-
ard 32-channel logic analyzer at
one-eighth the original cost. The
company stocks new computer
parts as well.

For information, write to
Schmidt Electronics, 388 Main
Street, Poughquag, NY 12570,
(914) 724-3400.
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The device includes all the con-
nections to the computer and a
program disk. Probes are not in-
cluded, but may be ordered
separately. The peripheral is
available from Rapid Systems,
5415 136th Place SE, Bellevue,
WA 98006, (206) 641-2141.
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The new U-Print is available in
two models—the AP16 and the
APG4. The AP16 has 16K bytes of
internal memory for buffering out-
put data, while the AP64 features
64K bytes of internal memory.

All upgraded models in the U-
Print series feature a copy button
for printing up to 255 copies of a
document and a reset button for
clearing memory. U-Print has an

industry-standard Centronics
parallel interface and comes com-
plete with everything needed to
hook up a printer, including
cables.

For additional details on the U-
Print Model AP and other prod-
ucts, contact Digital Devices, 430
Tenth Street, Suite N205, Atlanta,
GA 30318, (404) 872-4430.
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Given theright circumstances, the
68010 and 68020 32-bit micro-
processors should be capable of
matching the throughput of a
VAX™ minicomputer. But in
practice, they might notlive up to
expectations, even when sur-
rounded with an expensive board-
ful of components.

Signetics’ new memory-access
controllers remedy this situation.
They control a hierarchy of
memories—cache, main and
local—and allow the processors to
run without wait states, even
when using virtual addresses.
They also extend to direct-
memory-access (DMA) controllers
the ability to use virtual addresses.
While doing this, they provide a
protection scheme to prevent

unauthorized accesses to the
memory hierarchy.

The SCC68910 matches the
68010 16/32-bit microprocessor,
while the SCC68920 works with
the 32-bit 68020. Architecturally,
the two versions are the same.
Both are made in 2.5um HCMOS
and contain more than 90,000
transistors. The 84-pin 68910 has
a 24-bit (16M-byte) addressing
range, whereas the 120-pin 68920
spans a 32-bit (4G-byte) range. A

third chip, the 68905, is a soft-
ware development engine that can
be used for UNIX support.

For details, contact Signetics,
811 East Arques Ave., PO Box
409, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408)
739-7700.

Fast Reply #JH989
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P.O. BOX 11158 ®* HUNTSVILLE, AL 35805 *¢ (205) 8304400
Part Type Description Price
VU Meter (Broadcast Spec.) Behind Panel Mounting Bezel Included 21.00Ferrite Bead Peo i 1.00/10

for RFI Suppression on Audio Inputs
Slide Pot A10K - 60 MMTravel

)

75Inductor 400uh 2A Toroid Core P.C.B. Mounti 1.85
V130LA10A Varistor, AC Vi Suppressor for 120 Vac 45AC Cord S ft. 2 conductor 18 Gauge .60
Rubber Feet %" square, Adhesive .85/10
Transformer 120 VAC IN 7.4 VAC at 2.2AMPS aut

P.C.B. Mounting 4.90
Radial Blectrolytic Capacitor 47 MFD 25V. .20
Radial Ei 33 MFD 16V Bipolar .35
Radial Electrolytic Capacitor 2200 MFD 16V .85
Radial Electrolytic 1000 MFD 50V .80
Radial Electrolytic Capacitor 1 MFD 50V 10Radial Electrolytic Capacitor 1 MFD 63V .20
1N4001 Rectifier .081N4003 Rectifier 101N5226 Zener Diode 3.3V. %W. 251N5250 Zener Diode 20V. %W 251N4148 Switching 05 1.00/201N4749A Zener Diode 24V. 1W 251N5817 1A Schottky Rectifier .301N5820 3A Schottky Rectifier .482N4401 Transistor NPN .23N44 Transistor PNP .20
VN10KM 1A. VMOSFET N-Channel

(To-92 Plus Package 45VPO104N5 YE! ora),
0- ack 1.10save 4A 50V. Brags Hebifier .75

EVG@-P1-RO4K Panasonic Momentary Tact Switch .25
GUA-S-106D 2A SPDT Relay, P.C.B. Mount

:
16mm x 11mm x 11mm Sv. BOMA Cail 1.25

ALPS Switch Push-on, Push-off P.C.B.
DPDT Audio Switch includes round grey cap. .55

Polystyrene Capacitor 82 pf 15v .30/4
Trimpot 5K Bourns 3386P .70
Tri 100 ohm Bourns 3386P .70
%" Stereo Jack P.C.B. Mount 45%" Mano Jack N.S. P.C.B. Mount .45
%" Mono Jack S.W. P.C.B. Mount 45

Male Black Plastic, Flanged Panel Mount 1.10
Female Black Plastic, Flanged Panel Mount 1.10

2! Low-Power Dual OP-AMP 1.70
TLO71CP OP AMP 75TLO72CP Dual OP AMP 1.25M3177 Adjustable Regulator 2.25LM350T 3A Adjustable Regulator 3.35LM333N Dual Comparator .50CD40S8BE Dual CMOS Multivibrator .85
ICM7555IPA CMOS Timer .80

All Components are prime factory units, not surplus or fall-outs. Data Sheets available for .10 plus SASE.
All orders prepaid or C.0.D. Shipping cost not included in prices. 0.E.M_ quantity pricing available
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RACK MOUNT CASESfey
* High quality at reasonable prices and easy to work with. Ideal for audio equipment and
test instruments. e anodized aluminum front panel and handles. ¢ Black painted and per-

forated steel top plates and side panels. e Interior mounting panel for control pots.
NOTE: DEDUCT 25% OFF LISTED PRICE FOR U.S. FUNDS

TE *Ee 9
8 1

MODELS A B Cc D E PRICE

19127 7. 19 17. 6.5 12 $43.50
19126 5.75 19 17. 55 12 42.50
19125 5.25 19 17. 5. 12 39.50
19124 4. 19 17. 35 12 38.50
19123 35 19 17. 3. 12 37.50
19122 25 19 17. 2. 12 36.50

1796 5.75 17 15.5 55 9 $37.50
1794 4. 17 15.5 35 9 32.50
1792 25 17 15.5 2. 9 30.50

1286 5.75 12 11.5 5.5 7 $26.50
1284 4. 12 11.5 35 7 22.50
1282 2. 12 11.5 1.75 7 21.50

825 2. 8 75 2. 5 $16.50

¢ Each rack mount case kit contains one aluminum front panel, one steel interior mounting panel, two
steel side panels, two steel covers, two aluminum handles, four rubber legs, one bag of assembly screws’

and an assembly diagram.
* MAIL ORDER: Certified cheque, money order, Visa or Master Card plus 5% delivery charge (minimum
$5.00 delivery charge). Ontario residents add 7% P.S.T. We send via Canada post, Canpar or Purolator.

S INC 578 Marlee Ave., Toronto, Ont. CanadaUNIX, ° Telephone (416) 781-3263
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AUTHOR FILE

Our article line-up for Computer Smyth's
first issue represents a variety of sources
and a few happy coincidences that al-
lowed it all to come together.

John Adams is representative of the
spirit of self-reliance that is still quite
strong in Britain and on the Continent.
It is a matter of pride that many amateurs
in Britain make all manner of goods for
themselves. For example, something just
over 2 percent of the beer consumed in
Britain is homemade. And lest you sup-
pose that to be a small quantity, Britons
consume approximately 38 gallons of the
foamy brew per capita per annum.

Thus, when Mr. Adams’s SC84 com-
puter (p. 8) appeared in the British mag-
azine Wireless World, we were sure it
was the sort of project we wanted for
Computer Smyth.

Vern Mastel’s charter/plotter (p. 20)
came to us as a candidate for our oldest
publication (founded in 1970), Audio
Amateur, but we never seemed to find
room for it there. Mr. Mastel is a true
craftsman in that he has no hesitation in
making the equipment he needs.

Several years ago, I received a short let-
ter full of wrath and anguish from Derek
Neely, along with a manuscript. It had
been rejected by one of the large comput-
er magazines with the comment that no
one would want to build a gadget like a
wire-wrap tool if he could buy one for
“only’’ $50. Mr. Neely and I thought the
editor had missed the point of the arti-
cle. Building a gadget is a pleasure, and
saving money hardly enters into the
equation. We could not use the article in
our other publications, however, and
returned it with regret. When we decided
to launch Computer Smyth, 1 remem-
bered Mr. Neely’s letter. His article finally
finds a home in this issue (p. 30).

Thomas Clarke, who works in
marine biology in Miami, Florida, is an
enthusiastic do-it-yourselfer. When we
announced Computer Smyth to a number
of authors who had written for our other
publications, he came forward almost im-
mediately with his excellent RGB color
adapter article, which begins on page 40.

For those who are curious about our
name, Computer Smyth started out as
one word and was spelled traditionally.
But we soon found out that five com-
panies use that form, and one, a Balti-
more software firm, holds a registered
trademark for the moniker. Our imagery
probably owes a lot to Longfellow’s
poem ‘‘The Village Blacksmith.” The
word ‘‘smith” (or smyth) has a venerable
history going almost as far back as metal-
working in Anglo-Saxon, Icelandic and
Gothic cultures. While smything in mi-
crocomputers is not exactly metalwork-
ing, we think it is close enough. O
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Blood bath is the only ap-
propriate term for whatis

in the search for and col-
lection of parts, planning

happening to technolog-
ical magazines as I write
this in early April 1985.

"(OPINION
HOW TO READ

COMPUTER SMYTH
the device, drawing the
layouts, building thefirst
ugly prototype and then

One firm here in Peter-
borough, New Hamp-
shire, has killed two computer publications within
the past year and is reported to be seeking a buyer
for its ham radio publication. Ziff-Davis, before it
recently sold a block of its consumer publications
to CBS, killed Microsystems, which had 25,000
subscribers, andits flagship electronics publication,
Computers & Electronics, with more than 450,000
circulation.

The reasons for this apparently senseless slaughter
lie deep in thickets of tax law and the mindset of
business-school-trained managers, who keep their

eyes firmly fixed on what they call ‘“‘the bottom
line.” Maximizing profit is the popular jargon for
their motives.

Publishing managements have a current minimum
cutoff size for acceptable bottom lines, and magazine
viability is defined purely in those terms. Matters
such as reader interest and loyalty do not enter the
equation. Indeed, the managers can impose design
controls on editorial policy and graphics with a view
toward keeping articles short, simple, widely varied
in subject and visually appealing. It all makes for
shallow, insipid, slick publishing.

What few management people seem to notice is
that magazine circulations in general have been get-
ting smaller for 30 years and that we have many
more titles now than ever before. The minimum
cutoff has, I suspect, also been shrinking every year.

We believe that technological change in publishing
capability now offers an unparalleled opportunity to
serve readers’ very specialized needs. Computer
Smyth is being birthed amid a rash of computer
magazine wakes, but the two phenomena are related.
We think of a magazine as a means of connecting
the nervous systems ofits readers. Human develop-
ment and change happen when ideas spread and
evolve. Printed magazines are a primitive way of im-
plementing the movement and the evolution.

We publish technical, hands-on magazines because
we love knowing how things work. We admire and
are sometimes awed by how a machine performs.
We know a little about the excitement of conceiv-
ing a possible project—be it a design from scratch
or constructing another’s design. We find pleasure
6  COMPUTER§MYTH 1/85

testing it, and finally
building a better-looking

version—and possibly even making one for a friend.
We know, too, the inevitable letdown that follows

project completion, tempered only by the knowledge
that other adventures await us in the next of possibly
endless projects. Some of us seem to be born with
a curiosity about how things work that almost
amounts to a hunger. And in many cases, we feel
a nearly irresistible urge to experience the labor, the
discipline and the agony of making something for
ourselves.

Computer Smyth is based on a desire to serve peo-
ple who share those feelings about microcomputers
as electronic engines. We know that the number of
people who enjoy this peculiar appetite is limited,
and finding such people is verydifficult. But the
pleasure of sharing such interests with like-minded
folks is, I think, one of humanity's prime satis-
factions.

It isn’t that we hate money or think lots of adver-
tisers and ads are a corrupting influence. It’s just that
we are interested in building beautiful, elegant, in-
genious machines for ourselves. Our imaginations
and hands demand that delight of us, and nothing
else will meet the need.

So much for motives. What about content? Well,
you have a small sample in your hands, butit is on-
ly a taste of what is to come. In future issues, you
will be seeing more system articles: Ed Scott will
begin a nine-part series in 2/85 dedicated to the
68000. We will have lots of enhancements and ex-
tension projects (especially of older designs),
peripheral interfaces, and articles on new chips and
their capabilities. We will run listings of single-board
and kit computers, as well as builders’ reports on
these items. We have a switching power supply in
the works, as well as an EPROM programmer, a
modem and much more.

What about software? We will deal with software
whereverit is integral to hardware questions. But
we believe software interests are served far more
than most microcomputer interests by several other
periodicals. Unlike marketing managers, we do not
believe in trying tocover all subjects and interests.

We hope you will share several items with us.



Your letters are foremost. Tell us what you want,
react to what you like and dislike. Please interact
with authors. If you wish an answer to your ques-
tion(s), do include an envelope with your name and
address and a stamp on it—if the author lives in the
US. If the author lives overseas (as does John Adams,
author of the SC84 series, p. 8), please include two
International Postal Coupons, available at your local
post office, so that authors in other countries can
purchase postage.

We will include authors’ addresses whenever
possible. Please do be considerate and thoughtful in
communicating with them. If you get an author’s
phone number, check the time zones before calling
California from the East Coast at 7 a.m. or Boston
from Los Angeles at 10 p.m. Authors are a valuable
resource, and we make no apologies for the extraor-
dinary measures we will take in their care and
feeding. We will forward your letters to authors free
of charge, but only if you include a proper return
envelope. We will not provide an author’s address
or phone number to any reader without the author’s
prior permission.

Speaking of telephones, we cannot and will not
answer technical queries by phone. Queries about
articles should be directed to authors. If you indicate
a need, we will offer an ‘Ask Computer Smyth” col-
umn as a regular Q&A feature.

We will offer some of the basic reference infor-
mation you need in our ‘Data File” feature (p. 38).
Next issue, we will publish the RS-232/RS-449 and
CCITT V24 serial transmission standards, along with
modem parameters from Bell 103 through 209. We
welcome your suggestions—and your copies of
useful data tables.

We hope you will fill a short manuscript bin we
have labeled ‘Smyth Bits.”” These are circuit ideas,
shortcuts, construction tips, clever products and
unique uses for them, easier ways to do nasty jobs,
tricks and bits of hard-earned experience.

We also hope to develop an informative ‘In
Review’ section on the latest computer book
releases. If you would like to try your hand at a
review, let us know, and we will send along a book
for your perusal. Perhaps you already have a book
on hand that you think other readers should know
about. If so, drop us a line giving a brief description
of the book (don’t forget the publication date), and
we will let you know whether we are interested in
running a review.

Take well-lighted black and white photos of your
construction projects for our ‘Smyth Case’ section,
where you can show off your handiwork. We will
pay for “Smyth Case,” “In Review’ and ‘‘Smyth
Bits’ offerings, of course, which is one good way

to underwrite your subscription or even part of your
system cost.

If you are a budding author (and who doesn’t
dream of it?), drop us a line about your tastiest ideas
to make sure we are not about to publish someone
else’s identical project. Our author instructions are
available upon request, along with requirements,
rates and terms.

You will find some bind-in cards inside this and
future issues. Two of them are ‘Fast Reply’ cards
that give you a chance to ask vendors in our “New
Wares’ section and advertisers for more informa-
tion. The numbers are also useful in letting us know
your interest in a circuit card for a specific project,
as in the SC84 series, Vern Mastel’s plotter article
(p- 20) and Thomas Clarke’s RGB color piece (p. 40).
In all cases where you respond to a kit project or
board proposal, you will be notified whether or not
the project is feasible.

Please note the importance of what we call your
“magic number.” Your address label, which peels
off for use on the Fast Reply card, has a number in
the upper left corner. This is actually your subscrip-
tion record number on our circulation database. If
you write or call about a subscription problem, your
magic number gives us instant access to your file.
If you call our subscription desk (9-4 EST, M-F) at
(603) 924-9464, we can probably give you an im-
mediate answer to your query about magazine
delivery.

All our subscription fulfillment and ‘bingo card”
processing, as well as our text editing, are handled
on our venerable three-user, multitasking Ohio Scien-
tific computer. Your Fast Reply requests will be proc-
essed weekly for truly fast turnaround. Advertisers
might take a bit longer to reply to you.

Our subscription system is somewhat unusual in
that all subscriptions begin with the first issue of each
calendar year and end with the last issue of that year.
Subscribers who sign on during the year receive all
the issues previously published for the current year
and the remainder as published. This ensures that
each reader has complete sets of each year, and it
saves a great deal of aggravation and expensive
overhead. We believe you will like our system and
appreciate its virtues.

We are pleased and excited to launch this, our
third, publication. And we are especially eager to get
your reactions, suggestions, manuscripts, criticisms
and ideas. Some publishers consider a magazine's
staff and authors as the source of information and
the subscribers as consumers of information and
goods. We have come to view subscribers as an in-
tegral part of the information interchange network.
Your data lines with us are definitely 1/0. E.T.D.
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THE SC84
MICROCOMPUTER
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is a keen classical organist.
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designed my first computer, the
Scientific Computer published by

Wireless World in 1979, to gain ex-
perience with microprocessors. This
small system had novel features forits
time, including a hardware number-
cruncher and up to 5K bytes of ran-
dom-access memory (RAM). Looking
back, the Scientific Computer appears
embarrassingly primitive, but judging
from correspondence, it served its
purpose of giving readers the best
possible introduction to microprocess-
ors—hands-on experience.

This new design (Photo 1) has a
similar objective, but it also permits
the use of much readily available soft-
ware, including word processors, lan-
guage interpreters and compilers. Re-

tained features are the Z80 micro-
processor, the resident machine-code
operating system extended to provide
extra commands, and general accessi-
bility needed for engineering applica-
tions. New features are the 64K bytes
of user memory, a high-resolution
cathode ray tube (CRT) controller and
a flexible input/output (I/O) section in-
cluding interfacing for 3.5, 5.25 or
8-inch single or double-sided, single or
double-density disk drives. Up to 32
lines of 96 characters or 192 by 192
picture elements may be displayed,
and graphics and characters may be
mixed.

My disk operating system, SciDOS
(see box at the end of this article), is
compatible with most software writ-
ten for the standard 8-bit operating
system, CP/M. I have also designed
software to make use of special fea-
tures of the computer, in particular
the visual display unit (VDU). These
programs include utilities, disk editors
and an extended BASIC interpreter.
Much of this software was developed
in conjunction with the Scientific

AE
PHOTO 1: The 584 microcomputer features a Z80 microprocessor, its oun disk operating system (SciDOS), 64K

bytes of user memory, a high-resolution CRT controller and a flexible input/output section.



Computer, whose disk interface came
later, so users of the original computer
can run their software on the SC84
with little or no modification.

The SC84 reflects the shift toward
microcomputers with most of their
programming on disk rather than in
read-only memory (ROM). The only
ROM in this design is an 8K-byte
EPROM (erasable programmable read-
only memory), which on switch-on or
reset copies the resident operating
system into RAM and is then switched
out, leaving the system entirely depen-
dent on RAM.

There are two advantages to this ap-
proach. First, having everything in
RAM means that every aspect of the
computer is open to experimentation.
Second, while a system with, say,
BASIC in ROM will be ready to pro-
gram in BASIC as soon as it is switched
on, that ROM is an encumbrance
when you want to use anything else
but BASIC. The classic argument
against disk-based systems is that a
ROM-based system is ready for use as
soon as you switch it on, whereas in-
itiating a disk-based system can take
as much as 45 seconds. The SC84 in-
itiates in just under one second and
leaves virtually all the system RAM
available for whatever you want—
BASIC, Pascal, machine-code assem-
bly, word processing, and so on.

A major feature of the SC84 is that
a disk operating system, SciDOS, has
been written especially for it. As well
as implementing those commands and
functions necessary for CP/M com-
patibility, this software provides some
extra commands and functions that
make the system of use to those who
see a computer as more than a black
box. SciDOS has been kept small by
efficient programming; when it is
loaded and running, up to 58K bytes
of memory are free for user programs.

The SC84 is built on 100 by 160mm
(approximately 4 by 6% inch) Euro-
card circuit boards interconnected
through a 64-way bus system. The
basic configuration consists of a proc-
essor card, a character VDU card and
an I/O card. Frames for housing Euro-
cards are available in various sizes and
materials, with the interconnecting
bus or ‘backplane’ being eithera cir-
cuit board—again readily available—
or a series of card sockets linked us-
ing wire-wrapping techniques. Proto-
types have been constructed using
both methods, and while a circuit
board saves time, wire-wrapping a
series of sockets together is recom-

mended as being cheaper and giving
a little more flexibility should you not
want all the connectors wired strictly
in parallel, as would be the case in a
‘“‘daisy-chained” interrupt system.

Bus signals are shown in Table 1.
Pin designations refer to a standard
DIN 41612 64/96 connector—i.e., the
type with spacing for three rows of
pins but with the middle row missing.
Power is provided through the outer
two pairs of pins at each end of the
connector, which suits circuit board
backplanes available from Vero Elec-
tronics Ltd. (Unit 5, Industrial Estate,
Flanders Road, Head End, Southamp-
ton S03 3LG, UK) and other manufac-
turers. All signals are buffered in and
out of the processor board using low-
power Schottky transistor-transistor
logic (TTL) ICs.

Processor/Memory Board
On this circuit board (Fig. 1 and Photo
2) is the Z80, 64K bytes of RAM,
system ROM and a buffered interface
to the rest of the computer. The deci-
sion to integrate memory with the
microprocessor was made because the
size of the system memory is largely
determined by the processor. Also,
without the memory, the processor
board would be rather bare, and an
extra Eurocard would be needed. In-
tegrating the two on one board
doesn’t preclude the use of extra
memory on other boards—as indeed
happens with the VDU memory. The
timing diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3 will
be referred to throughout this ex-
planation of the processor board.

There are three types of memory
cycle that the Z80 can execute. Fetch-EEaaASFSYesWNISTisPyRTTABLE 1

BUS CONNECTIONS

Row Pin Row Function
A C

GND 1 GND

+5V 2 +5
DO 3
D1 4
D2 5 _D3 6 INT Z80 maskable interrupt line.*
D4 7 NMI Z80 nonmaskable interrupt line.*
D5 8 HALT Z80 has executed a HALT instruction.
D6 9 MREQ Z80 is performing a memory operation.
D7 10 IORQ Z80 is performing an input/output operation. t
AO 11 RD Z80 is requesting data from the bus.
Al 12 WR 780 is writing data to the bus.
A2 13 BUS. Z80 has relinquished control of the system.
A3 14 “WAIT 280 is being asked to extend the current_ instruction. *

A4 15 BUSRQ Z80 is being asked to relinquish system control. *

AS 16 RESET 20usec pulse generated when RESET is operated.
A6 17 MT Z80 is fetching an op-code. t
A7 18 SH Z80 is performing a memory refresh cycle.
A8 19 MEMDIS Nonsystem memory is to be used for this

operation. *

A9 20 VDUSEL Character VDU is mapped into memory.
Al0 21
All 22
Al2 23 CLK System clock (from processor board).
Al3 24
Al4 25
Al5 26

27
28
29

+12 30 -12
+5 31 +5

GND 32 GND

Note: Address and data (A and D) lines are active bigh.
* These lines bave a pull-up resistor on the processor board and should be driven by open-collector drivers.
+ When M1 and IORQ are both active, the processor is inviting a peripheral device to supply partof an interrupt
vector—interrupt acknowledge.
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ing of an instruction or ‘‘op-code’
from memory is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Figure 3 is a composite diagram il-
lustrating the writing or reading of
data to or from memory. The differ-
ence between fetching an op-code and
fetching data from memory is that the
op-code fetch is shortened and fol-
lowed by a special memory cycle in-
tended, and used in this case, to
refresh dynamic memory.

Three relevant Z80 control signals
in accessing memory are MREQ indi-
cating that the current cycle is a
memory cycle, RFSH indicating that
memory refresh can now take place,
and RD indicating that the current cy-
cle will involve data passing into_the
Z80. There is also a signal called M1,
which becomes active during op-code
fetches and interrupt acknowledge
periods, and a WR signal, which in-
dicates that data is to pass from the
Z80 to the system. Neither signal is
used in memory access, although M1
takes part in controlling the buffering
of the data bus.

Z80 control signals and virtually all
others in this design are active low—
i.e., they assert their function by go-
ing to the negative or zero state. The
normal description of a gate function
is based upon positive logic so that,
for instance, a 74LS02 is deemed to
contain four two-input NOR gates. In
this circuit diagram and following
ones, gates are shown in their logical
context. This can be seen in the
74LS02, which arbitrates the data-bus
buffer direction (IC118). Here, three
ofthe four gates have been drawn in
their inverse form—i.e., as AND gates
with active low inputs rather than as
OR gates with an active low output.

Having differently shaped gates in
the same IC takes some getting used
to, but it helps understanding of the
logic. For example, in the case of
IC118, direction line IN becomes ac-
tive when (M1 and IORQ) or RD and
not (MREQ and not MEMDIS) are
active. Translated into English, this
means that the data buffer faces
toward the Z80 during interrupt
acknowledges and during any read
other than one on the processor board
memory.

Control gating for the bus buffer is
fairly complex,as the buffer has to re-
spond to various conditions, summa-
rized in Table 2. One reason for such
a tight definition of the bus operation
arises from the use of mode 2 inter-
rupts. This is the Z80’s most complex
mode of interrupt organization, where

Shs saaa AOR Al ll RARSREONa

PHOTO 2:Since thesize of system memory is largelydetermined by the processor, the author decided to integrate
memory into the processor board. Doing so also eliminated the need for an extra Eurocard.

in response to the Z80 acknowledg-
“ing an interrupt by taking control lines
M1 and IORQ low simultaneously, the
interrupting device supplies 8 bits of"
an address. This address, combined
with the contents of the Z80 “I”
register, forms a 16-bit pointer to a
table of addresses of interrupt-service
routines. Each device capable of inter-
rupting is supplied with one or a range
of such “interrupt vectors’’ during the
computer’s initialization, so upon an
interruption, the Z80 is able to pick
out and make a call to specific
routines for each interrupting vector.

The strength of the system, though,
is that by changing the interrupt vec-
tor or a particular entry in the table

of addresses, different service routines
can be provided for the same interrupt
line. This is particularly important, for
example, with the disk controller
used, which uses one interrupt line to
signal both a requestfor data from the
system during disk writing and the of-
fer of a data byte during disk reading.
This “interrupt acknowledge” se-
quence is condition 7 in Table 2.

On receipt of an interrupt, the Z80
disables its interrupt sequence, but
pauses before acknowledging to allow
what may actually be several inter-
rupting devices to decide which has
the highest priority. This is done by
the daisy-chain technique mentioned
earlier. In this way, lower priority

COMPUTER§MYTH 1/85 11
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780 address lines
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MREQ=RASRAS

RFSH

Address-multiplexer control

Ram address lines

X an X
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Data output
2

FIGURE 2: Timing for an op-code fetch. The Z80 microprocessor bas a special register
Sor use with dynamic RAMs, which provides a refresh address coinciding with a

Ach Xk Avlretresh)

W (during read cycle)

aAA Write goes inactive well before CAS occurs yr
Data output (during read "—
W (during write cycle)

t Write goes low well before CAS to ensure an ‘early write’

FIGURE 3: Timing for Z80 memory read and write cycles. “Early write’ cycles
are common in larger systems, but are not found in most 8-bit processors.

refresh control signal.

devices that might need service are
prevented from interrupting more im-
portant tasks. Note that condition 4
must be implemented because during
an interrupt service, all devices
capable of interrupting will want to
watch what is being fetched from
memory so that they can spot the
return-from-interrupt op-code being
fetched and automatically reinitialize
themselves.

Dynamic Memory
The dynamic memory control is quite
novel. For this reason, and for the bad
publicity that dynamic memory some-
times gets, it is worth detailing a few
features of its operation before de-
scribing the external circuits. Modern
dynamic memories use a multiplexed
addressing technique where the ad-
dress is split in two, in this case 8-bit,
parts. This reduces the number of ad-
dress pins on the IC from 16 to 10—
eight address pins and two ‘‘strobes’’
to latch the address bytes into the
memory. A prime consideration here
is that this reduces the package size
and hence the cost, butit also allows
the memory access to be broken into
two stages with consequent benefits.

Consider a 64K-bit dynamic mem-
ory to be a matrix of memory stores

12 COMPUTER§MYTH 1/85

512 by 128, each row of 128 being
connected to a single bus line. Each
store is a minute capacitance con-
nected by gates to these lines. When
the first part of the address known as
the row address is latched into the
memory, the highest bit is stored and
the other seven are decoded to decide
which of the 128 cells in each of the
rows should be connected to the bus
line for that row. Thus access starts
well before the full address is in.

TABLE 2
DATA-BUS DRIVER LOGIC

Condition Bus-Buffer Drives
1 1/0 write toward bus
2 1/0 read toward Z80
3 System-memory write toward bus
4 System-memory read toward bus
5 External-memory write toward bus
6 External-memoryread toward Z80
7 Interrupt acknowledge toward Z80

The bus line is, naturally, physical-
ly much bigger than the individual
cell, which has now been connected
to it by activation of the row-address
strobe (RAS), so the potential stored
in the cell is all but lost on the bus.
At one point on the bus is a sense

amplifier connected back onto the bus
lines with positive feedback. While
RAS is inactive, the sense amplifier
is held in balance, so even though it
has been all but lost, the potential
delivered by the cell is enough to tilt
the amplifier one way or the other.
Having positive feedback, the ampli-
fier pushes the potential on the line
heavily in the direction of the input
potential, putting the line—and the
cell—back to the level in the cell prior
to the access.

There are two implications here.
First, thereis a minimum length for
the active RAS pulse in that if it goes
off before the bus line is recharged by
the sense amplifier, it will disconnect
the read cells from their bus lines be-
fore they have had a chance to re-
charge. Second, there is a minimum
inactive time for RAS as the sense
amplifier is brought back into a state
of balance. These conditions arepara-
mount, and to meet them, RAS is
driven by a monostable IC triggered
by a signal directly from the Z80
rather than one that has been com-
bined with others and might therefore
be subject to glitches caused by tim-
ing problems between the various
constituent signals. The monostable IC
sets the minimum active RAS period



and thus by definition the minimum
inactive. _Once the leading edge of the RAS

pulse has latched thefirst address byte
into the memory ICs, the address may
be changed to that of the bus row to
be fed to the output of the memory.
The 8 bits are gated in by the starting
edge of the column-address strobe
(CAS) signal and combined with the
stored bit from the previous address-
ing strobe to operate a 1-out-of-512
data multiplexer, which selects and
latches the signal from one of the 512
bus lines within the memory. Once
this is done, RAS may go inactive. In-
deed, it is a good thing if it does,
because then the sense amplifiers may
return to a balanced state as soon as
possible, ready for the next access.

CAS also controls the state of the
memory-output driver. While it is ac-

tive, the output is enabled and the
selected data bit held there. CAS is a
less sensitive signal as far as integrity
of the memory is concerned, the main
consideration being that it becomes
active as soon as possible in the access
and stays on until the datais definite-
ly available and the Z80 has it.

Write Cycles
This has been a description of a
memory read cycle. A write cycle is
similar in that the RAS signal connects
cells to buses and releases sense am-
plifiers, and then the CAS signal op-
erates the latching multiplexer and
activates the output driver. What is
different is that the signal on the
data-input pin is routed through the
multiplexer to the cell. During a con-
ventional write cycle, the data output
pin will follow the output of the cell
while CAS is active. This might seem
to preclude the use of dynamic
memory in circuits usually associated
with static memory, where the same
line is used for data input and output,
but it is possible to prevent the out-
put of a dynamic memory from com-
ing on when CAS goes active by ar-
ranging for the write signal to go ac-
tive before CAS does.

These ‘‘early-write” cycles are com-
mon in large systems, but are not
found in most 8-bit microprocessors
such as the Z80 where the WR signal
goes active well into the memory cy-
cle and is too late to be of use. One
answer is to use an 8-bit, three-state
buffer between the RAM outputs and
the data bus, but my solution is to use
the inverse of RD as a write strobe to
the memory. Whenever RD goes

high—i.e.,, at the end of reading
memory or I/O—the write strobe goes
low, and so the dynamic memory is
primed for an “early write.” Because
RAS will be over long before RD goes
high, there is no chance of a memory-
read cycle being transformed into a
memory-write cycle. Should it be a
read cycle, the write strobe is re-
moved from the memory by RD go-
ing active low at the beginning of the
cycle, well before CAS is applied.
Except for a slight increase in current
consumption during the write-line
strobe, the effect is unnoticeable.

The sequence of pulses for the
dynamic memory is generated byaseries of Schmitt buffers (IC121). RAS
is generated by the leading edge of
memory-request signal MREQ, which
triggers monostable IC122. A poten-
tiometer sets the RAS pulse length.
For the devices specified in the
diagram, RAS should last for at least
200nsec and should have a minimum

off period of 120nsec. In practice, this
adjustment is not too critical with a
systemrunning at 4MHz, as a com-
plete RAS cycle lasts at least two clock
cycles, which corresponds to 500nsec.
Set the potentiometer to give the off
period required for the dynamic
memories used. If measurementis not
possible, set the pot to its mid-position
for a 4MHz microprocessor or at or
near its minimum for a MHz version.

The signal at the start of the Schmitt
buffers is (MREQ and not MEMDIS)
and not (RFSH or ROMEN)—i.e., un-
less MEMDIS, RFSH or ROMENis ac-
tive, it is MREQ delayed by a couple
of gates. The starting (falling) edge of
MREQ becomes a rising edge at the
output of the first Schmitt gate. This
rising edge is slowed down by the RC
combination between the first two
buffers so that the falling edge at the
second output is somewhat later than
that of MREQ. This signal is used to
switch addresses being supplied to
RAM through multiplexers IC108-
IC109.Further delayis applied to pro-
duce CAS.

To provide a quick end to the
memory access so that the multiplex-
ers are definitely reset to the row-ad-
dress position ready for a refresh cy-
cle, a diode shunts the first time delay,
which would follow MREQ’s trailing
(rising) edge. Refresh occurs when
MREQ cycles while the RFSH signal is
active. During this period, the Z80
puts out a 7-bit value from a special
internal register, which increments
after every refresh. MREQ triggers the

monostable IC to set off a RAS cycle,
but the RFSH signal inhibits produc-
tion of address-multiplex or CAS

signals. From the previous discussion
of dynamic memory operation, you
can see that the sole result of the RFSH

cycle, or any memory cycle during
which MEMDIS or ROMENis active,
is to ‘‘refresh’ 1, of the memory.

A simple inverter ring produces the
system clock. The crystal frequency
will depend on the microprocessor
used—i.e., 4MHz for the Z80A or
6MHz for the Z80B. A Z80A should
work with a popular 4.1943MHz crys-
tal. These are relatively cheap, and
although the MK3880-4 or Z80A CPU
is specified only up to 4MHz, itis like-
ly that they will work at this slightly
higher frequency. Each I/O section has
its own crystal and oscillator, so the
crystal used on the processor board
will not affect I/O data rates, with the
proviso that the processor clock must
not fall below 3.6MHz if 3.5 or 8-inch
double-density disk drives are used.

When the reset pin on the Z80 is ac-
tive, everything, including memory
refresh, stops. For this reason, the
reset monostable IC generates a short
pulse, and no matter how long the
reset button is held in, refresh is only
briefly interrupted so that no memory
corruption occurs. As well as provid-
ing a reset signal for the Z80 and all
peripheral circuits, the pulse is used to
set a bistable IC formed from two
gates of IC120. The output of this
bistable device gates with A15 to pro-
duce ROMEN, a signal that follows
A15 while the bistable IC is set and
enables ROM whenever A15 is low—
i.e., during access at any address from
zero to 7FFF16.

On receiving a reset signal, the Z80
starts to fetch and execute instructions
from address location zero. This
means that following reset, the Z80
executes instructions from EPROM. At
the base of the EPROM, it finds in-
structions to copy a part of the ROM
at the top 8K bytes of system memory
followed by a jump to that area. This
copied software is the machine-code
operating system, whose first instruc-
tion is an I/O read, which due to the
IORQ line going active during its
execution, resets the flip-flop and
forces ROMEN to the inactive high
state, disabling the EPROM and free-
ing the entire 64K-byte RAM. The tim-
ing circuit on the reset monostable IC
arranges for a much longer time con-
stant to be applied during power-up,
providing a reset pulse long enough to
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allow start-up of all of the system
clocks. EPROM IC107 is shown as a
2764 or 27128, but the board may be
modified to take 27256 or 27512
devices.

Input/Output Board
As well as providing basic serial,
parallel, keyboard and disk I/O, the
1/0 board (Fig. 4) also provides some
system control and special facilities. At
its heart is the Mostek STI, the
MK3801N-6. This device is one of
several types recently introduced that
provide a set of peripheral facilities.
For those familiar with Z80 peripher-
als, it combines a CTC, a PIO, an SIO
and an interrupt controller. As befits
the complexity of most Z80 peripher-
als, it has 24 internal registers, 16 of
which are directly addressable and
eight of which are indirectly address-
able, and 16 sources of interrupts.

The STI has an 8-bit parallel port,
a universal synchronous/asynchro-
nous receiver transmitter (usart) for
serial I/O, and four counter/timers,
two of which are able to provide de-
lays, count events and measure pulse
widths, and two of which are capable
of providing only delays. In delay
mode, each timer switches the state of
an individual output pin at precise in-
tervals so the generators may be used
to generate accurate frequency signals
up to 500kHz—even four-part music.
The two limited-capability timers pro-
vide internal timing and/or determine

-usart bit rates.
The parallel I/O port has three

features. It can be used just as an I/O
port and as such each line may be con-
figured as an input or output. Alter-
natively, some pins have special func-
tions. Two are event and pulse-meas-
urement inputs for the timers, and

Specifications
Serial 1/0

Speed
Format

Control
System

Parallel I/O

Input
Output

Special 1/0

Disk 1/0

Signal Direction

Input/Output Board

1 to 38,400 baud, separate receiver and transmitter clocks
synchronous 5 to 8-bit, auto-search and sync.
asynchronous 5 to 8-bit, 1, 1.5 or 2 stop bits
RTS (ready to send) and CTS (clear to send)
RS-232C, +12V and - 12V levels

8-bit port, one low-power Schottky TTL load, Schmitt buffered
8-bit port, TTL compatible, 5 TTL loads

3 MOS 1/0 lines operating event counters, pulse timers and Z80 interrupts

Output lines can sink 40mA. Input lines terminated with 2200 to +5V.
Bus lines are active low, but have the following specifications:

READY Input Implies disk in drive and rotating at correct speed.
RDDATA Input Raw data consisting of (nominally) 250nsec pulses.
WPRT Input Indicates disk in drive is write protected.
INDEX Input Pulses once every disk revolution.
TROO Input Indicates that head is over the outermost track.
WG Output Enables disk write circuitry.
WD Output Data to be written to disk.
LC Output Indicates that the write current should be reduced.
HLD Output Loads drive head against disk.
DIRC Output Sets direction of head stepping. Active means step in.
STEP Output Steps head one track in direction set by DIRC.
SELO Output Selects Drive 0.
SEL1 Output Selects Drive 1.
SIDE Output Selects Side 1.

Function

14 COMPUTER§MYTH 1/85

two are ‘handshake’ lines for the
usart. Third, each line of the port may
be used as a Z80 interrupt line. This
is especially useful, as the Z80 inter-
rupt system is excellent but difficult to
use with non-Z80 ICs, a good exam-
ple of this being control of a floppy-
disk drive.

There is no Z80 disk controller, and
yet interrupts are really useful in a disk
interface because of high data-transfer
rates. The STI is the answer to this,
providing 16 distinct interrupts, each
with its own priority. These could be
integrated into a larger system, but the
STI is so versatile that it is the only
Z80 peripheral IC in the basic
computer.

If there is a blemish in the STI de-
sign, it is that usart receiver and
transmitter handshake lines are both
outputs, presumably for compatibili-
ty with another rather odd Z80 de-
vice. This is unfortunate, as logic
would dictate that handshaking signals
pass in the opposite direction to the
data they are controlling, but the STI
signals indicate that either the receiver
or transmitter in the usart is empty.
The former signal correctly warns ex-
ternal devices that the receiver is not
ready, butthe latter is the wrong way
around, the handshake being required
from the external device to the STI
and not away from it. As a result,
these signals are disabled in this
design, and their I/O port lines pro-
vide handshaking in the conventional
manner. It is a pity that this option
was not designed into the chip.

Handling Floppy Disks
Floppy-disk-drive interfacing is han-
dled by a Fujitsu MB8877A, which is
an improved and yet cheaper version
of the common 1793 controller. The
Fujitsu device requires only a +5V
supply, but for readers with a 1793,
+ 12V is available on the circuit board,
so either part may be used. To the
780, the controller looks like a special-
ized microcontroller with its own in-
struction set, including directions to
reset the system (i.e., move the head
of the selected drive to the outermost
track, track zero, as a means of getting
the head over a known track), move
the head to a particular track on the
disk, and read or write one or more
sectors or a complete track.

Inside the controller are several
parameter registers, which are loaded
with the track and sector numbers re-
quired before a command is executed
and read from or written to during
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data transfers between disk and Z80.
The controller has two interrupt chan-
nels to the Z80 through the STI. One,
DRQ, indicates that the controller is
ready for data transfer and the other,
INTRQ, that the controller has com-
pleted a command. In response to the
second type, the system can read a
status register within the controller to
determine whether or not command
execution ended satisfactorily or
whether an error preempted the com-
mand—e.g., the sector could not be
found or a write operation was at-
tempted on a protected disk.

Thecircuit handles both single and
double density for all sizes of floppy
disk. Switch S201 selects double den-
sity when closed, and S202 is shown
in the 5.25, 3.25 and 3.5 inch/300
revolutions/minute drive position (the
other is for 3.5 inch/600 revolu-
tions/minute and 8 inch).

The MB8877A does not provide all
the facilities required for interfacing
disk drives to a system. Data separa-
tion and regeneration of the data
clocking signal are achieved by the
SMC9216B (the B version, which is
more expensive, is required for dou-
ble density) and write precompensa-
tion by the 74LS195. It is possible to
get all these facilities in one IC but at
considerably greater expense and
complexity.

Data is recorded on disk by con-
verting the stream of data bytes into
serial form and recording the occur-
rence of binary “ones” by reversing
the sense of the flux recorded on the
disk. The rate at which these flux
reversals are made, and hence the
amount of data stored, is limited by
the caliber of the disk and recording
head in the same way that higher fre-
quencies are limited in audio systems.
On playback, these transitions are
sensed, amplified and returned to
digital form.

Different systems have drives run-
ning at different speeds. Disks change
shape, and data may consist of long
strings of binary zeros, leaving long in-
tervals where no transitions come
from the disk. Thus additional and
more regular information must be
written on the disk to keep the play-
back process in step with the original
recording rate. For this reason, extra
flux transitions are inserted into the
recording. For single-density record-
ing, an extra transition is inserted be-
tween every data bit period, making
sure that there is a lot of synchroniz-
ing information available during play-
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back but reducing the amount of data
transferred by half. In double-density
recording, extra transitions are in-
serted only between bit periods cor-
responding to two adjacent zeros in
the data bit stream, ensuring that an
all-zeros sequencestill contains some
synchronizing data. By being inserted
in a natural gap in the bit stream,
however, the transitions retain the
speed of the ideal system and do not
ask for a recording density—i.e., a fre-
quency response—greater than that
needed for single density.

One method gives easier decoding
at the expense of storage capacity,
while the other optimizes storage at
the expense of decoding complexity.
Note that the physical requirement of
the drive is the same for both meth-
ods,so descriptions of some drives as
being ‘‘suitable for double density’ —
and the price premium—can be
misleading.

Processor
‘m 4/6MHz Z80 processor.
® Maximum 64K-byte RAM.
® 58K-byte RAM available using

Display
8 Upto 32linesof96 characters fully
programmable. Scrolling window determined by software.
= Graphics mode 0 gives 192 by 96 pix-
els, mode 1 gives 192 by 192 resolution.Cltrpmay beiepiavcd
smulancossy,
Input/Output
- Up tofour single or double-sided 8,
15.25, 3.5or 3-inch disk drives may beused,
cither single or double density. =~‘m RS-232 serial UO data rates rangefrom
1 to 38,400 baud with separate transmit/
receive clocks. Synchronous serial I/O for-
‘matis 5 to 8-bit auto-search and sync or
‘asynchronous 5 to 8-bit with 1, 1.5 or 2
stop bits. RTS and CTRsignals control
serial data flow.
= Eight-bit parallel data inputis buffered

‘by Schmitt ICs. Eight-bit parallel outputdrives five TTL loads. @~
m Three MOS VO linesoperate ev
‘Four MOS timer lines are available tim
#085¢sound geaccation.

Analog vs. Digital
Two data input signals are required by
the controller. One is raw data from
the disk drive, the other a clock signal
derived from the data. The relation-
ship between these two is that each
half cycle ofthe clock signal is a win-
dow in which a data pulse must lie.
There are two approaches to recover-
ing the original clock signal—analog
and digital.

The analog technique uses a phase-
locked loop with a fast lock-up time.
This is an effective technique, but re-
quires adjustment of components for
correct working and a fair amount of
circuitry, not the least because the
recovered frequency differs according
to density and disk size.

The digital technique used here re-
quires just one, albeit rather expen-
sive, eight-pin IC, which extracts the
clock signal from all permutations of
density and disk size without adjust-
ment. It works by dividing an 8MHz
signal to the nominal clock rate—
125kHz for 5-inch single density up to
500kHz for 3.5 or 8-inch double den-
sity—and adding or dropping a
divider count to keep incoming data
pulses two counts short of the max-
imum divider count. This roughly
phase-locks data pulses to the coun-
ter rate—i.e., data pulses definitely fall
within a window framed by the state
of the most-significant counter bit
(Fig. 5). The data pulse is not central-
ized within the window as it would
be ideally, but more than adequately
meets controller-input specifications.

As hinted earlier, to get more data
on a disk requires better and hence
more expensive disks and drive heads.
In practice, the head in particular will
not be grossly overspecified. Adjacent
flux changes interact. As flux changes
become closer, the effect of this in-
terference becomes more noticeable,

Recovered clock

Recovered data (nominal)

—1 I
FIGURE 5: The only requirements on disk data pulses
are that they should not start within 40nsec of a clock

edge and that they must be entirely within one clock

half cycle—i.e., they must not be longer than 300nsec
for 8-inch double density or 600nsec for 8-inch single
density. This gives a wide margin of error in data
recovery.

n



Conventional sequence

Initialize

READY line
active ? Error

NoIs HLT active ?

Yes

Proceed

Actual sequence

Set HLD

(start drive )

Is HLT

(i.e. READY)

active?

Proceed

FIGURE 6: Floppy-disk controller read/write execution sequence.

and transitions appear to be displaced
on the disk and hence in time. For-
tunately, the sense of the error is
predictable, although its magnitude
varies from drive type to type, so a
correction—write precompensation—
can be made before data is written on
the disk.

The algorithm sensing whether a
pulse should be written late, on time
or early is implemented in the con-
troller, and the 74LS195 parallel
loading shift register produces a com-
pensation of +250nsec, zero or
—250nsec, which are values shown to

suit most drives. Again, the digital

solution is preferred, with the write
pulse loading a single bit into a shift
register being clocked every 250nsec.
The bit lines come from the controller
“early” and “late” pins and from a
gate that derives a ‘nominal’ signal
(logically not early or late). At the out-
put of the register, a bit appears for
one clock period, 250nsec, which is
either late, 250nsec later or 250nsec
still later, this being an effective
method of simulating early, nominal
or late write pulses.

Interfacing to the drives is standard
in its signals, although you will see
that the ‘“‘ready’’ line from the drive,

TABLE 3
SIGNAL CONNECTIONS FOR TYPICAL DRIVES

Sony D32
Signal 3.5 inch
READY 26
RDDATA 24
WPRT 22
TROO 20
INDEX 18
SIDE 16
HLD 14, 1

WG 12

WD 10
LC —
STEP 8
DIRC 6
SEL1 4
SELO 2

GND 7-25

Std 34 way Std 50 way
for 5.25 inch for 8 inch

6 22
30 46
28 44
26 42

8 20
32 14

16, 2 18
24 40
22 38

20 36
18 34
12 28
10 26

1-33 1-49

The 5.25-inch pattern is used on BASF, Canon, Shugart and Tandon dn.es, and the 8-inch pattern is used on
DRE 7100 and 7200 types. Many other drives conform to these standards, but connections should be confirmed
before the drive is used. Ground connections are joined over the range of odd-numbered pins indicated.

EEEE
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generally indicating that there is a disk
in the drive and thatit is rotating at
the required speed, is not taken to the
“ready” input ofthe controller (which
is instead wired permanently active)
but to the head-loaded test (HLT) in-
put of the controller IC—an input
usually driven by a monostable device
triggered by the leading edge of the
head load (HLD) signal coming from
the controller.

Part of the algorithm followed by
the controller when executing one of
its read or write commands is shown
in the flow diagrams (Fig. 6). You can
see that if “ready” is used conven-
tionally, extra software and hardware
must be provided to start the disk
motors (unless they are left con-
tinuously running, which will short-
en the life of both disk and drive
motor) and then wait for the speed to
stabilize before attempting to execute
a controller command. In this system,
the drive motor is turned on by the
HLD signal, with drive connections
labeled ‘Head Load” and “Motor On”
(or the like) connected together.
Ready being inactive does not abort
the command; the controller simply
starts the drive and waits for ready.

What of the time delay between
sensible data coming from the disk
and the missing pause normally in-
serted by the monostable device to
give the head time to load? And is it
a good idea to accelerate the disk with
the head already loaded against it?
Some drives such as the Tandon
TM100 do not have a separate head-
loading mechanism, and those ma-
chines that do usually gate ready with
the loading signal within drive so the
head will not load until the disk is up
to speed. Head loading, settling delay
and the time taken to get up to speed
amountto less than one revolution. As
the controller has to have counted five
revolutions before it gives up attempt-
ing a command, this system optimizes

"the delay between a command being
issued and its completion while using
the barest minimum of hardware and
software. As an example, the disk
operating system loads and the direc-
tory is scanned and noted at just over
one second when using double
density.

Ready or Not...
Some drives do not give a ready
signal. If so, leave the ready input to
the computer open or wire it to the
5V supply. Also, some drives have op-
tional links on their circuit boards, one

COMPUTER§MYTH 1/85 17



of which offers the choice of head
loading being solely controlled by the
drive-select line or by a combination
of drive select and head load inputs.
If so, use the latter option. Advice on
using different types of drive will be
available through the user group noted
in the box at the end of the article.

Nominal allocation of drives is that
there are two drives designated A and
B by the disk operating system (DOS),
hardware selection being by control
lines SELO and SEL1 respectively. If
double-sided drives are used, the
reverse side of drive A will be
designated C and that of drive B, D.
This is nominal, as the selection of
each logical drive surface can be
altered temporarily (or permanently).
Open-collector drivers are used be-
tween the interface and drive. It is im-
portant that the total length of the
cable does not exceed 3 meters (less
for the 3.5-inch drives) and preferably
should be as short as possible.

Where more than one drive is used,
drive-signal connectors are wired in
parallel from the computer to the
nearest drive, then from this drive to
the next. The only exceptions to this
are the SEL signals, which are in-
dividual to each drive although
possibly carried by the same cable.
You will find that 5.25 and 8-inch
drives contain a pack of resistors
usually in a dual in-line package
plugged into an IC socket wired to the
signal connectors and probably la-
beled 220/330Q. These packs must be
removed from all but the drive that is
physically farthest from the computer.

It is good practice to provide a
separate, well-rated power supply for
the drives. Disk drives tend to take
large amounts of current when the
drive motorstarts and when the head
loads. This can momentarily overload
the supply—with devastating results if
the computer shares the same power
source. Also, the ground lead between
the drive and interface, which should
be substantial, is happier when it car-
ries only signals.

Table 3 gives connections to wide-
ly used disk drives. There are many
secondhand drives around at the mo-
ment; buying such drives is rather like
buying a secondhand car—there are
bargains, but there is also rubbish. In
particular, I would advise personal in-
spection and that you watch out for
incomplete drives (large areas of cir-
cuit board without any components)
unless they are a bargain and informa-
tion on the missing parts is available.
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TABLE 4
FORMATTED CAPACITIES
FOR SINGLE-SIDED DRIVES

Disk Single Double
Size Tracks Density Density
3.5” 70 140K 350K
3.5” 80 160K 400K
5.25" 35 70K 175K
5.25" 40 80K 200K
5.25" 80 160K 400K

8” 77 250K 616K

Also watch for worn head pads (the
‘pad that pushes the disk onto the
head) and, at least in the UK, for
drives with 110V and/or 60Hz motors.
Caveat emptor.

I would recommend that you ob-
tain a drive with a distinct head-
loading mechanism (usually a sole-
noid) rather than one that puts the

head to the disk as soon as the door
of the drive is closed. As for the choice
between two single-sided drives and
one double-sided one, there are many
advantages to using two drives, such
as the ease with which backup copies
of disks can be made, reduced head
replacement costs and the fact that the
computer remains useful when one
drive is out of action. Many types of
drive—Sony, Canon/BASF, DRE, Shu-
gart and CDC—have been used with
the computer, and the names given in
the table are not intended as an indica-
tion of merit. Table 4 gives some
typical capacities for drives used in
single and double-density modes.

Next time, Mr. Adams will describe bis
visual display unit (VDU), including
details on interfacing, memory and
control.

Prototypes of the SC84 have been
made in wire-wrapped and soldered
wiring forms, the most recent version
using Vero 03-2989L boards and wir-
ing pen type 79-1732G. Suggested
wiring layouts and component place-
ment diagrams for these boards are
available from Computer Smyth,
Dept. SC-84-B, PO Box 176, Peter-
borough, NH 03458. Make sure you
send a self-addressed, stamped, 9-by-
12 envelope (postage for 3 oz.) when
you request this information. A listing
of the SC84's machine-code operating
system, MCOS,is also available from
Computer Smyth (Dept. SC-84-A).
Please send a self-addressed, stamped,
9-by-12 envelope (postage for 2 oz.)
for this information.

Construction using circuit boards is
a much easier matter and will be the
assumed method. When using these
boards, the ICs should be soldered
directly onto the boards, with the ex-
ception of EPROMs, which should be
fitted in high-quality sockets. Sockets

may be usedif required, but only high-
quality ones. Dynamic RAMsare best
soldered in.

The natural fear is that of removing
ICs should faults occur. This is quite
easy, though, either by using a desol-
dering tool or snipping all the pins off
the IC body and removing them one
by one. A system as complicated as

Additional Information
this should not be repaired using the
swap-and-see technique. Standard
pitches have been used for discrete
components, details of which appear
with each circuit diagram.If readers express sufficient interest,
a set of three Eurocard-format, plated-
through hole boards for the SC84 will
be available from Old Colony. The es-
timated price forthe set is $72. Enter
Fast Reply #860 on the Fast Reply
Card if you are interested in purchas-
ing the boards.

Old Colony will also offer software
for the SC84. SciDOS with utility soft-
ware is available for $35. Extended
BASIC with graphics facilities costs
$20, and BASIC with enhanced file
manipulation, I/O control, numeric/
constant string handling and 12-digit
precision costs $30. For information
on this and two ready-programmed
EPROMs, enter Fast Reply #JH863 on
the Fast Reply card.

An SC84 user group has been organ-
ized in the UK. For details about the
group, send a self-addressed envelope
with two postal coupons to John Hod-
son, 12 Broughton Rd., Basford, New-
castle-under-Lyme, Staffordshire ST5

OPQ, UK. If anyone is interested in
forming an SC84 user group in the US,
Computer Smyth will be glad to
publish a call to action in our Classi-
fied section.
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CHART
YOUR
COURSE
A Plotter/Charter

BY VERN L. MASTEL
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Arne who has run frequen-
cy-response plots with an

oscillator and an AC VITVM knows
what a tedious and time-consuming
task this is. In the past, whenever I

read a test report or review, I looked
longingly at the beautiful machine-run
curves and plots. After years of frustra-
tion, I resolved to build a plotter of
my own.

First I determined the design limits
for my chart recorder:
m All the components had to be
readily available, off-the-shelf items.
m All the components had to be af-
fordable, which ruled out luxuries
such as digital stepping motors for the
drives.
m Since I intended to use the unit to
plot frequency-response curves, a
single-speed chart drive would be
adequate.

The pen drive would have to be
some sort of servo to plot curves
accurately.
m Given the choice between fixed
pen/moving paper and fixed paper/
moving pen, I chose the latter after
much experimentation.

pen as the “pen motor” and the
motor that moves the pen assembly
the length of the paper as the *‘car-

riage motor.”
The first section of the servo circuit

determines the pen motor’s direction
of rotation and thus the direction of
pen motion. It is composed of IC1, the
voltage-summing amplifier; IC2 and
IC3, the window comparator; and Q1,
Q2, K1 and K2, the relay driver tran-
sistors and relays. The voltage-sum-
ming amplifier sums the input voltage,
the position reference voltage from
R14 and the position voltage from R2.
The resulting voltageis then fed to the
inverted window comparator, which
responds to voltages that are above or
below the window rather than with-
in its limits. See Fig. 3 for a diagram
of the operation.

This comparator is the ‘‘brain’ of
the servo. It is concerned with
whether the input voltage is higher or
lower than the position reference
voltage, which is the indicator of the
actual pen position. If the output of
the summing amplifier is positive, IC2
will trip. This turns on Q1, pulls K1

INPUT
INPUT CONTROu L __¢ SUMMING COMPARATORS

B

+ POSITION
REFERENCE

= POT

POSITION
SET ACIDE PULSE

= RECTIFIER WIDTH
MODULATOR

FIGURE 1: Block diagram of the servo circuit.

The Servo Circuit
The servo circuit (Fig. 1) is a null-
seeking system, which means it will
always move the pen to the spot that
will produce a null. You could also
describe this as a voltage-to-position
converter. The complete servo sche-
matic is shown in Fig. 2. Although
conventional designs apparently use
one circuit to determine pen speed
and direction, I used two. (I say ap-
parently because I could find very lit-
tle reference material on the subject.)
I refer to the motor that positions the

and applies power to the pen motor.
If the output of IC1 is negative, IC3
will trip, turning on Q2, pulling K2
and applying power to the pen motor.
In that case, the polarity is reversed,
and the motor rotates in the opposite
direction.

When the pen has moved to the
proper position, the output of the
summing amplifier will be very close
to OV. As soon as the voltage fed to
the window comparator falls inside
the trip points, both comparators will
shut off, which turns off both relay



drivers and cuts off power to the pen
motor. Trimmers R9 and R11 set the
limits of the window comparator. The
size of the window is a function of the
application (see my section on calibra-
tion below).

The second section ofthe servo cir-
cuit determines how fast the pen will
move. This section is a pulse width
modulator (PWM). Figures 4 and 5 il-

lustrate the basic principles of PWM.
A triangle waveis fed to one input of
the comparator, and the modulating
voltage is fed the other input. The out-
put pulse width is a function of the
time between crossings of the triangle
and modulating voltages. Note, how-
ever, that the output pulse amplitude
need not have any relation to the
modulating signal or reference triangle

wave amplitudes. The equal heights of
the triangle wave and output pulses of
Fig. 5 are only for illustration. In the
chart recorder, the pulses are + 15V,
while the triangle and modulating
voltages are each less than 2V.

Motor Operation
Now the pulses are fed to the pen
motor. The motor acts like a low-pass

R4 R7
WwW

INPUT RS
Oo;

= R6
INcr3

-I5Vv

RI7

INSET |

| —=T0 R33
Kl

—- 1 - SRI4

kz|[

L— 10 R37
~
7

(A)

+15Vv

cio
SEGALALL

al.ICs =

-15v

R27

ICO

R29

FIGURE 2: Schematic diagram of the servo circuit.
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filter, averaging the pulses to produce
a steady voltage. The longer the pulse,
the higher the average voltage and the
faster the motor turns. It takes a
specific amount of time for a motor
to begin to rotate once power is ap-
plied. The time is a function of the ap-
plied voltage, the number of poles in
the motor, the bearing resistance and
the magnetic efficiency. You must
tailor the frequency ofthe drive pulses
to make maximum use of the motor’s
characteristics. If the frequencyis too
high, the motor will behave as though
it was not powered at all. If the fre-
quencyis too low, the motor will cog
severely, causing the pen to jerk. My
design allows you to fine-tune the
PWM to match the motor you choose.

IC6-IC9 form the triangle wave
generator, which is actually a sort of
servo circuit that never gets balanced.
IC9 is wired as an integrator, which
always attempts to track the voltage
applied to its input, with the rate of
change being a function of the R26
setting. IC6 and IC7 are voltage com-
parators that look at the output of the

_INPUT |VOLTAGE
0

+I5V

—»| [+ [NEGATIVE DEADBAND
SET WITH RII

—s  [«— POSITIVE DEADBAND
SET WITH R9

— le— TOTAL DEADBAND

0 OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

FIGURE 3: Operational diagram of the servo cir-
cuit’s first stage.

integrator. IC6 is referenced to
ground, while IC7 is referenced to a
variable positive voltage set with R30.
IC8 is a flip-flop whose output is at
+ 15V at any given moment depend-
ing on which comparator (IC6 or IC7)
is high. The output of IC8 is the input
for the integrator, which attempts to

PARTS LIST

Capacitors R34-36 100Q

cl 0.0014F, 25V disk ceramic me ox mer
ot 10 hy doperdi *All resistors %:W, 10% unless otherwise noted.

C4, 6, 8,
11, 13, 15 0.14F, 50V disk ceramicDiodes,Relays,Iscs, 7,9, D1, 2, 8,
12, 14, 16  100uF, 25V electrolytic 11-13 1N4002 silicon rectifier
C17 1,000uF, 50V electrolytic D3-7,
C18 100uF, 25V electrolytic 14, 15 1N914 or 1N4148 silicon diode
C19, 20 200uF, 25V electrolytic D9, 10 SK3102 RCA bridge rectifier

K1, 2 SPDT relay (see text)
Resistors* K3, 4 4PDT 24V relay

IC1, 4, 8, 9 741 op amp
R1, 3 22k

IC2, 3, 5-7 LM301 op amp
Nr owp ot IC10, 12 7815 regulator

RS. 10 10k
IC11 7915 regulator

RO. 11, 20,
IC13 LM317 regulator

mh 42 ia Motors, Switches, etc.

R14 10k ten-turn pot (see text) M1 pen servo motor (see text)
R15 2.7k M2 pen carriage motor (see text)
R16, 17, S1 SPST switch (stop)
38-41 27k S2 SPST N.C. push-button switch
R18, 43 220Q (stop limit)
R19 2.2k $3 SPST N.C. microswitch (reset
R21 180k limit)
R22 39k $4 N.O. push-button switch (reset)
R23 1.2M $5 N.O. push-button switch (run)
R24 150k S6 N.C. microswitch (run limit)
R25 4.7k Ti 25.2V ct, 500mA transformer
R26 500k trimmer T2 18V, 500mA transformer
R27 15M Q1, 2 2N697 NPN transistor
R28 470k Q3 SK3054 RCA transistor
R29 4.7k Misc.—chassis, line cord, hardware, sockets.
R30-32 1009 Refer to text for construction material details.
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swing to either + 15V. This is where
the loop action takes control.

As the integrator output goes posi-
tive, it will reach a point where it is
equal to the reference voltage of IC7.
At that point, it trips the comparator
and changes IC8 from +15V to
—15V. The integrator now sees the
—15V at its input, reverses direction
and begins to discharge toward it. It
will never reach this level, however,
because when the integrator output
reaches OV, it will trip comparator
IC6, changing the output of IC8 back
to + 15V and repeating the entire cy-
cle. The integrator output is the source
of the triangle wave needed for the
PWM. The triangle wave circuit need
not be used only in the chart recorder.
It has an extremely wide operating
range and can be used alone to gen-
erate triangle waves.

VV
TRIANGLE REFERENCE

—
AN

MODULATING PULSE
VOLTAGE OUTPUT

FIGURE 4: The sequence of steps in pulse width
modulation (PWM). A triangle wave is fed to the
input of the comparator, and the modulating
voltage is fed to the other input.

COMPARATOR OUTPUT
PULSES

INPUT VOLTAGE

COMPARATOR
OUTPUT PULSES

4 INPUT VOLTAGE

COMPARATOR
OUTPUT PULSES

{INPUT voLTAGE

FIGURE 5: In pulse width modulation, the out-
put pulse width is a function of the time between
the crossings of the triangle and the modulating
voltages.
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FIGURE 6: Block diagram of the direction-control
circuit.

The PWM input voltage noted in
Fig. 5 is not the actual input voltage
to be plotted. The input summing amp
will always produce the difference
between the input, the position set
and the position reference voltages.
Because this voltage can be either
positive or negative, IC4’s absolute
value circuit ensures that the mod-

ulating voltage is always positive.
Thus, whether the input is above or
below 0V, the pen will respond in the
right direction and at a speed that
tracks the input rate of change.

Pen Carriage
The pen carriage mechanism is quite
simple in comparison to the pen ser-
vo. Its function is to move the pen the
length of the paper and return it to its
starting point when the trace is com-
plete. The motor drive circuit is a sim-
ple variable-voltage power supply
feeding the motor through a direction-
control circuit. See Fig. 6 for a block
diagram of the circuit and Fig. 7 for
the actual wiring layout.

The regulator is based on the
LM317, a three-terminal type needing

switches are the run and reset travel-
limit sensors, while the push buttons
are the run, stop and reset controls.
For the sake of clarity, the schematic
ofthe direction-control circuit shows
the basing diagram ofthe relays rather
than the somewhat confusing conven-
tional terminal arrangements.

Operationis straightforward. When
you press the run button (assuming
the pen is in the starting position), K4
is energized, applying power to the
carriage motor. After the pen carriage
travels the length of the paper, the
limit switch (S6)is tripped, cutting off
power to the relay and shutting off the
motor. When you press the reset but-
ton, K3 is energized, reversing the pen
carriage motor and also changing the
applied voltage to a higher value. This
makes the reset time much shorteronly a pot, resistor, capacitor and

diode to be complete. The direction
control is made up of two 4PDT re-
lays, two microswitches and three
push buttons. The relays are wired to
be self-latching—once energized they
will remain so until the power is
removed (sort of the electromechan-
ical equivalent of the silicon-con-
trolled rectifier [SCR]). The micro-

than the run time. A manual pen lift
is also incorporated to prevent retrace
lines from spoiling the traces. I have
tried powered pen lift, but it is bulky
and consumes extra power.

Construction
I hate to use the term “‘junk-box con-
struction,’ but it applies in this case.

$2 =STOP
IcI0

S$R30 SR3I R32 $R32a R33 $3 =RESET
$

 +5v FT 4Isv +I5V HSV JO RI4 LIMIT
+

c3 {54 4 S4= RESET
el 1A TI cs ther eco “=cea— . slo = al $5=RUN

fie fp = T=117V AC D9 + + + . 1 S6=RUN LIMIT

~~CII ke ~~Ci3 J Tos,| Reise] = R44=RESET
ci2 cla cle Cl6a SPEED SET

+ 2) 1<

clo R46=RUN
R37 SPEED SET-15V -15V -15V -15V

3R34 3R35 36 R360 ;+— TO R14

cll
R320, R364
C8aq, 90, USE ONLY IF RECORDER SUPPLIES POWER
Cl5a, 16a|TO LOGGING

CIRCUIT oo oo [a—© © o o >
> °o Y%

N/C [
CONTACTS [|K3

° © o ° Sk °
n

s3 = 2 1S2 DI =r=T2
° § ICI2

pio L TO (A)
FIG. |

1613

0 » w

FIGURE 7: Schematic diagram of the direction-control circuit and power supply.

+
<

T" {Irae i] R45
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PHOTO 1: The author's chart recorder is built in two separate sections. The upper one bouses the
mechanics and the lower one the electronics.

PHOTO 2: Front view of the pen carriage drive mechanism and pen servo motor, with the position
reference pot in the reset position. Overall length is 13 inches.

Aside from the electronic components
and the structural materials, most of
the raw material for the project (pul-
leys, belts, springs, and odds and ends)
came from my goody box ofold parts.
I should point out that this is not the
only workable mechanical design. I
have tried various approaches, many
of which would work fine. Because of
this, I will rely on Photos 2-7 to ex-
plain the design rather than trying to
describe the unit in words.

The pen carriage frame is made
from a %-by-%-inch aluminum angle
and the lead screw from a piece of
Ys-inch coarsely threaded rod. (Fine-
ly threaded rod allows a longer sweep
time.) These materials are available at
most hardware stores. Buy several
lengths of rod and sort them to get the
the straightest one. The guide rods are
made of brass and stainless tubing.
The brass tubing came from a local
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hobby shop and the stainless from a
surplus store. Solid rod would work
as well, but it must be lightweight,
smooth and straight. The clips that
hold the rods to the frames are phos-
phor bronze fuse clips from old fuse
blocks and junk equipment. The drive
cords are standard dial string from a
local electronics emporium.

One key to this project is the pen
servo motor. Both motors in my re-
corder are from junked eight-track
tape players, which I found in the
service department of my favorite
electronics store. These motors have
excellent torque, work very well on
low voltages and usually come com-
plete with pulleys. The only require-
mentis that they have a fast-forward
lead, which bypasses the internal me-
chanical governor. If you do not have
access to used motors, Jameco (1355
Shoreway Rd., Belmont, CA 94002)

has advertised the same motor under
the names Mabuchi and Matsushita
(Panasonic) at a reasonable price.

The other key is the pot used for
R14. This must be a high-quality, ten-
turn pot. Its value is not nearly as
critical as its linearity. I used a dual-
section 10k pot with the sections con-
nected in parallel. You might want to
try one of the newer plastic-element
devices.

There is no real reason to build the
recorder in two separate sections. You
can put the mechanics and electronics
in one package if you wish.

Calibration
After you have checked the wiring, it
is time to test the unit. Do not install
the pen motor drive belt yet. Set all
the pots to their midpoints, then turn
on the power and check for proper
supply voltages. Be on the lookout for
hot spots, and don’t worry about
what the pen motor or the window
comparator relays might be doing.

Make the following adjustments:
m Set R33 for +1.25V and R37 for
-1.25V.

m Set R20 for +1V.
m Set R26 to its midpoint. A better
approach is to connect a frequency
counter to the output of the integrator
and set R26 to about 20Hz.
a Set R9 to +50mV and R11 to
-50mV.

At this point, either K1 or K2 will
be energized. Rotate the position set
pot until both relays drop out. Rotate
the pulley on R14’s shaft and check
whether the relays pull, one for each
direction of rotation. Note which
direction the motor turns when you
rotate the pulley on R14. The motor
should turn in the opposite direction
from the shaft. If, for example, the
pulley is rotated clockwise, the motor
should turr -counterclockwise. If it
does not, reverse the leads to the
motor.

Now install the pen drive belt and
rotate the position pot. The pen
motor should run, turning the pulley
until the unit reaches null, at which
time it will shut off. Go back to R9
and R11 and set the comparator trip
points to + 15mV. If you have not
already done so, connect the pen dial
string to the pen holder. Rotate the
position pot to move the holder the
length of its guide rod. Watch for
binding, chattering or slippage in the
drive. I have found it helpful to buff
the rod lightly with fine steel wool
and lubricate it with a very fine oil.



You must trim the PWM circuit for
optimum performance. Grasp the pen
motor’s shaft/pulley tightly enough so
that it will not turn. With your other
hand, turn the position pot about
of a turn. You will feel the motor at-
tempt to turn as it is pulsed by the
PWM. Adjust R26 for maximum
torque. Notice that as the frequency
increases, the torque drops rapidly,
and as the frequency decreases, the
pulses make the motor want to cog.
I found a frequency of 20Hz to be just
right.

The pen carriage needs little calibra-
tion. All you do is set the run and reset
speeds. With my prototype, the max-
imum time for the run cycle was
about 75 seconds I set the speed to
give me a sweep of 67 seconds, how-
ever, mainly because at 75 seconds the
carriage motor was on the verge of
stalling. As I noted before, you need
a finely threaded drive screw if you
want a longer sweep time.

Once the speeds are set, make sure
the pen carriage system works proper-
ly. The run button should start the
sweep, the stop button should inter-
rupt either run or reset, and the limit
switches should control the travel of
the carriage. Again, be on the lookout
for binding, drive slippage and other
problems that might interfere with
smooth operation.

Additional Considerations
The performance of your chart re-
corder will be a trade-off between
positional accuracy and pen response
speed. For example, if you want max-
imum speed, you must tolerate in-
creased overshoot and ringing in the
system. Above a point on R20, the ser-
vo can actually be made to oscillate as
it tries to null itself. For best positional
accuracy, you should use as small a
comparator window as possible. I
have used as little as + 5mV with no
problems. I recommend that you ex-
periment with the operating parame-
ters to find the balance between speed
and position that suits your applica-
tion best. If, like me, you are after
frequency-response plots, 1 recom-
mend the calibration values discussed
earlier.

In Fig. 2, the schematic of the pen
servo, note the addition of Inset #1,
an optional circuit I recommend if the
primary function of your recorderis
plotting curves. This allows the tri-
angle wave to go below OV and in so
doing establishes a minimum pulse
width for the drive, which improves

PHOTO 4: Close-up of the end of the drive screw,
including the limit switch trip lever (4) and the
drive nut connection arrangement. The reference

potis shown in the full reset position.

the pen response at the null point.
Keep the voltage low (I use — 15mV),
otherwise the response at null will be
jerky. I do not recommend using this
circuit if step-response plotting is your
primary use.

The relays I used for K1 and K2 are
conventional types that buzz and chat-
ter as the servo is operating. You
might consider using reed relays,
which are much quieter.

I have included a layout of what I

consider to be the most important
portion of the chart recorder—the ser-
vo circuit (Figs. 8 and 9). I did not in-
clude the power supplies or pen car-
riage sections because of the options
available to the builder. For example,
when I showed the unit to a friend,
the first remark he made was to ask

CARRIAGE
21 4AY 5
MOTOR

PHOTO 5: Bottom view of the pen carriage, drive motor, wiring and limit switches. A is the run
limit, B is the reset limit, and C is the trip lever attached to a nut on the drive screw.
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| OC SOFTWARE
BOXRESPONSE

Robert Bullock & Bob White
Model-based performance data
for either closed box or vented
box loudspeakers with or without a
first or second order electrical
high pass filter as an active
equalizer.
The program disk also contains seven addi-
tional programs as follows:

Air Core: This program was written as a
quick way of evaluating the resistance ef-
fects of different gauge wire on a given
value inductor. The basis for the program is
an article in Speaker Builder (1/83, pp.
13-14) by Max Knittel. The program asks
for the inductor value in millihenries (mH)
and the gauge wire to be used. (NOTE: only
gauges 16 through 38.)
Series Notch: Developed to study the ef-
fects of notch filters in the schematics of
some manufacturers. Enter the com-
ponents of the network in whole numbers
(i.e., 10 for 10uF and 1.5 for 1.5mH) and in-
dicate whether you want one or two oc-
taves on either side of resonance. Outputis
frequency, phase angle and dB loss.

Stabilizer I: Calculates the resistor-
capacitor values needed to compensate for
a known voice coil inductance and driver
DC resistance.
Optimum Box: A quick program based on
Thiele/Small to predict the proper vented
box size, tuning and — 3dB down point. It is
only based on small signal parameters,
therefore, it is only an estimate of the re-
sponse at low power (i.e., limited
excursion).

Response Function: Calculates the small
signal response curve of a given box/driver
combination after inputting the free-air
resonance of the driver (f,), the overall “Q"
of the driver (Qrs), the equivalent volume of
air equal to the suspension (Vs), the box
tuning frequency (fg), and the box volume
(Vg). Output is the frequency and relative
output at that frequency.
L-Pad Program by Glenn Phillips: Ap-
peared in Speaker Builder (2/83, pp.
20-22). It is useful for padding down a
tweeter or midrange while still retaining the
same load as the driver itself.
Vent Computation by Glenn Phillips:
Calculates the needed vent length for 1, 2
or 4 ports of the same diameter. Input box
volume in cubic feet and required tuning
frequency (fg), output is vent length and
vent area for each case.
Medium: 5% SS/DD Disk. Price: $25.00
postpaid USA (Canada add $4.00; overseas
add $6.00) Air to other points on request.
Specify:

Apple.....ccacnenininnnennnnsenenas SBK-E3A
Commodore 64-Disk.........SBK-E3CD
Commodore 64-Cass........SBK-E3CC

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB
PO Box 243

Peterborough, NH 03458
(603) 924-6371 8-4 Mon.-Fri.
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why I had not made a “‘true’’ plotter.
(In such a plotter, servo circuits would
drive the pen and pen carriage.) I had
not even considered the possibility. In
addition, any changes you might make
in the relays, control mechanism or
electronics would render an all-in-one
board difficult or impossible to han-
dle. Since problems such as distortion,
crosstalk and frequency response do
not apply to this project, point-to-

point wiring and vector-board con-
struction present no problems. Note
on the board layout that I allowed
room to use either 1741 or 741 ICs.
(The 1741 is the 14-pin DIP version
of the 741.) My recorder has 1741s.

My chart recorder is interfaced with
an MITS SG-1900 function generator
(now discontinued) and a slightly
modified Paul Bunyan Logger* (7he
Audio Amateur, 3/82, p. 14) to form

A

2” 0.D.
PULLEY

PHOTO 6: Top view of the pen holder, pen lift wire (A) and slide construction. The diameter of
the drive pulley is 2 inches, while the Plexiglas writing surface is % inch thick. The pen is a fine-
point marker that bas been cut off.

1/4" DRIVE
SCREW

WHITE
RUBBER GROMMET

BET ERT TRS

PHOTO 7: Low-angle front view of the pen motor/drive pulley and the dial string for the pen drive.
Also shown is a soft, white grommet and a mounting clip for the pen carriage guide rod.
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FIGURE 8: Circuit board pattern for the servo circuit. Enter Fast Reply #859 if you are interested in buying the board (estimated cost, $9.50).
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FIGURE 9: Stuffing guide for the servo circuit. Note that R42 is optional. See text.
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About Your Personal
Classifieds . . .

Advertising in Computer Smyth's
classifieds can give you a big jump on
the competition. But before you submit
an ad for publication, make sure you
understand how our system works best
for you.

Ads are filed as received, set in type
late in the magazine production cycle,
and put on page approximately one
month before the magazine is mailed.
Delivery of the mailed magazine can
take from four days to three weeks.

Personal classified ad copy that is in-
cluded in one issue is discarded when
it goes on the page, and a new file for
the next issue is begun. Ads arriving
after the issue closes will be run in the
next issue.

We strongly suggestthat you keep a
carbon or photo copy of your ad. We
ask your cooperation in following these
rules so that we can give you the best
possible service.

1. All “For Sale’’ ads must be per-
sonal sale and not for profit. Ads
for resale at a profit must be sub-
mitted as “Trade” ads at 70¢ per
word, prepaid.
2. Ads are limited to one per

issue, 50 words or less. A word is
any collection of letters or numbers
with a space on both sides of it.

Words over 50 must be prepaid at
20¢ per word. Longer ads not pre-
paid will be discarded and not
published.
3. Ads cannot be returned. We will

make every effort to substitute a re-
vised ad for an earlier submission if

both are clearly labeled with the
same name and address at the top
of the sheets.
4. Copy for ads or corrections to

ads will not be taken by telephone.
We cannot answer telephone
queries about whether or not an ad
is in a particular issue.
5. Ad copy should be clearly

printed in block capitals or typed.
lllegible ads will be discarded.
6. If you include only your name

and a telephone number in your
ad, your full name, street address,
city, state and zip must accompany
the copy.

7. Personal ads are a free service
to current subscribers. It will help
us a lot if you include your sub-
scriber number (upper left corner of
your mailing label) with your ad.
8. If you want an acknowledgment

of your ad, including in which issue
it will appear, please include a
stamped, self-addressed post card
with your ad copy.
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FIGURE 10: Manually generated stepped voltage trace showing overall linearity and positional error
Jor a complete plot and retrace cycle. Shown at approximately one-half scale.
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FIGURE 11: Complete system-frequency plot of a five-band equalizer set alternately for boost and
cut. Shown at approximately one-half scale.
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a complete plotting system. The Paul
Bunyan was a real improvement over
the home-brewed logger I had been
using, and I recommend it as a stan-
dard working companion. If any of
you has an $G-1900, it needs only one
modification to make it work with the
recorder. Connect a pair of normally
closed contacts on the run relay (K4)
across the generator’s reset button.
When you press the run button, the

generator will begin its sweep along
with the recorder. If you have a
Sorcerer’s Apprentice* (The Audio
Amateur, 2/81, p. 21), a similar setup
might be possible, although I have not
tried it. 0

“The Paul Bunyan Logger (885) and Sorcerer's Appren-
tice ($145) are available from Old Colony Sound Lab
separately or as a pair (8225). For more information, con-
tact Old Colony, PO Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458.



WHY YET ANOTHER
COMPUTER MAGAZINE?

Dear Publisher:
I think the Audio Amateur is the best hobby

magazine published. You should be very proud of your
accomplishments over the past decade. I thank you for
your effort!

I wish a similar magazine existed for computers.
Microsystems and Doctor Dobbs Journal are very good for
software, but there is no magazine devoted to computer
hardware. This is very unfortunate. Currently IBM and
Intel seem to have a strangle hold on the hobbyist
marketplace. It is not very difficult to build a computer
which makes the IBM PC look like a 4-function
calculator.

We are in a stagnant holding pattern using hardware
concepts which are history. The 8088 and 8086 are not
much more than stretched 8-bit processors. (Compare
the register names and instructions to the 8085 if you
doubt this statement.) There are several very interesting
16-bit alternatives which have not received the attention
they deserve—the Motorola M68000, the Zilog Z8000

AIIIIII||||III!||IIII2:Qo2III|I|IIIIIIIII|IiI||
YOUR CHARTER SUBSCRIPTION

IS ONLY$15 PER YEAR

and the National NS16032. Very soon production quan-
tities of 32-bit processors (Motorola's M68020, Zilog's
Z80000 and National’s NS32032) will be available.
These, along with new VLSI coprocessors and peripheral
chips, will make it very easy and reasonably inexpensive
to build very advanced and useful computers.

If you ever decide, against the odds of all those ‘‘me
too’’ microcomputer magazines, to publish the Analy-
tical Engine Works Amateur, please let me know. I want
a lifetime subscription. One 64-page issue a year of a
computer magazine at the level of the Audio Amateur
would be a 100% improvement over what is currently
available.

I look forward to many years of reading your useful,
interesting and very enjoyable magazine. Please keep up
the outstanding work!

Sincerely,
Ed Scott

Glendale, CA

[J Enter my charter sub for $15
(4 issues).

Name

[J Enter my charter sub for two
years (8 issues) for $25.

Ienclose $___by

Street & No.

T[J Check [1 Money Order own

Charge to [] MasterCard / Visa]
Guarantee: your money back in
full if you are not satisfied.

Expire

Make checks and money orders payable to COMPUTER
SMYTH. Rates above are for USA only. Outside USA add

$4.50 per year for postage. Non U.S. checks must be drawn in

U.S. currency only.

rr||I||IIII!I!i|I||||i|III|III||IIIII|||||||IIIIIi

MC/VISA Card #

PO Box 176 Peterborough, NH 03458
Charge card orders: (603) 924-9464 M-F, 9-4 EST

State Zip

Signature

Computer Smyth Magazine



ALL
WRAPPED
UP
4 $30
Wire-Wrap Tool

BY DEREK NEELY

Derek Neely is employed as a research engineer
for a large metal fabricating firm. Although
educated as a mechanical engineer, he has worked
with instrumentation and computer data acquisi-
tion and control systems.
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wire-wrapping tool is one of
those luxuries that you don’t

really need and can’t really afford,
but that sure would come in handy
on occasion. One of those occasions
arose a few years back when I had to
wire up a couple of kilobytes of
12-bit RAM for my oddball micro-
computer. The only reasonable way
to wire it was to use a wire-wrap
gun, but I did not want to add $87
to the price of the memory. After in-
vestigating all the options, I finally
decided to spring for a commercial
gun, only to find that batteries,
charger and tax brought the total to
nearly $150. That’s when my Scotch
genes took command, and the search
for a cheaper way began.

When I tried to rent a wire-wrap
gun at my friendly neighborhood
computer store, the folks there
became slightly less friendly. Con-
fronted with this chilly reception, I
decided to make my own gun and
bought an OK wire-wrap bit instead.
By that time, the sales clerks were
smiling again. Either they were hap-
py to get my three dollars, or they
were choking back a snicker.

Unlike etched circuit boards, wire-
wrapped circuits do not have to be
perfect on the first attempt. My
method of wire wrapping was rather
cumbersome, but I quickly fell in
love with the ease ofcircuit assembly
using wire-wrap techniques. As
might be expected, I came to crave
a more portable and docile wrapping
tool, and I knew that a good wire-
wrapping tool could be made for
almost nothing.

Creative Construction
I built the device described here (Fig.
1) in two hours. All the parts are in-
expensive and readily available, and
no precision measuring or machining
is required. You can make the device
with only a tube cutter, a small
round file, a soldering tool and an
electric drill, although a drill press
and a belt sander save time. One cau-
tion concerning construction is in
order. I made my first device in
about two hours, then I ‘“‘hurried”
on the second one and finished it in
three hours. If you take your time
and get everything right before as-
sembly, construction is much easier.

FIGURE 1: All the parts for Mr. Neely's wire-wrap tool are inexpensive and readily available.

I went home and chucked the bit
in my electric drill. No luck. The drill
was so heavy that there was no feel
for the wraps, which were often
mashed, broken or overwound. Next
I chucked the bit in my Dremel
Mototool, using a foot-controlled
speed switch to limit the rpm. After
some practice, this system consis-
tently produced good wraps, butit
was still heavy and touchy to use.

The main body of my wire-wrap-
ping tool is made of %-inch outside
diameter (OD) brass tubing, while
the rotating center shaft is made of
the next smaller size (0.218-inch OD)
telescoping tubing. These tubes are
sold in 12-inch lengths at any hobby
shop. The outer tube should be about
4 inches long and the inner rotating
tube about 5 inches long (depending
on the thickness of your rubber



wheel, #10). The length is not criti-
cal, as extra length can stick out at
the bit end. If you use a tube cutter,
the tube will have a smaller inside
diameter at the cut, and you will
have to file it until the inside di-
ameter is back to the original size. A
hacksaw or bandsaw does a better
job, but you must still deburr the
tube. Take care not to crush the tube
if you hold it in a vise.

After you have cut and deburred
the main tubes, slide the smaller tube
into the larger and check for free ro-
tation (Figs. 2 and 3). If it rotates by
hand, it is probably all right. It is

okay if it is a little stiff, as you will
oil it later.

Next run a #10-32 tap into the
drive wheel end of the small tube
(Fig. 4). If you gently hold the end
of the tube with pliers after the tap
is part way in, the threads will be cut
a little more deeply. These threads
will be very shallow, so do not tight-
en the screw too much.

The Driven Wheel
You have many options for the
driven wheel (#10), which should be
about 1 inch in diameter and % inch
or more thick. The pinch wheel from

an old tape recorder works very well
if you can find one. Toys and phono-
graphs are other sources. If all else
fails, the idler wheel from an 8-track
cartridge will work, although it is a
little small.

The driven wheel should fit snug-
ly on the rotating shaft. If it is very
loose, shim the shaft with a short
piece of the %-inch OD tubing. If it
is too small, drill the wheel hub. Be
sure to drill it straight, or the wheel
will wobble. You can also build up
the shaft with solder or epoxy to get
a good press fit. Don’t rely on the
screw to prevent the driven wheel

DRIVING TENSION.

NOTE : SLIDE MOTOR/ TO GET THE PROPER

FIGURE 2: Schematic diagram of the wire-wrap tool.

—

STRETCH

TO

FIT

-

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

NOTE: OIL THE SHAFT WITH
LIGHT MACHINE OIL
UPON FINAL ASSEMBLY.

(0)

NOTE: SPRING —TYPE
SWITCH NOT SHOWN
IN THIS VIEW.

FIGURE 3: Exploded view of the tool's assembly.

| ged—=5%
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X G M |¢40 P. 0. Box 280298 Dallas, Texas 75228
5 . (218) 271-5546 en]
Big Computer Mfg. Makes $900,000 Goof!!

COMPUTER/DISK DRIVE
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

ORIGINALLY DESIGNED TO RUN A Z-80
BASED SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

WITH TWO 5-1/4 IN. DISK DRIVES AND
CRT MONITOR.

BRAND NEW: UNUSED! $3750, 3 ror $9500
ADD $1.50 PER UNIT FOR UPS

SPECS: + 5VDC 5 AMPS MAX
#1 + 12 VDC 2.8 AMPS MAX
#2 + 12 VDC 2.0 AMPS MAX

-12 VDC .5 AMPS MAX

|

INPUT: 115 or 230 VAC 60Hz
— a —

CAN EASILY BE MODIFIED TO
s GIVE 24V @ 1.5 AMP
SMALL SIZE: 6-1/8 x 7-3/8 In.
HIGH EFFICIENCY SWITCHER MFG.
BY CAL. DC IN USA!

The poor Purchasing Agent bought about 10 times as many of these DC
switchers as his company would ever use! We were told that even in
10,000 piece lots they paid over $72 each for these multi-output
switchers. When this large computer manufacturer discontinued their
Z-80 Computer, guess what the Big Boss found in the back warehouse;
several truckloads of unused $72.00 power supplies. Fortunately we
heard about the deal and made the surplus buy of the decade. Even
though we bought a huge quantity, please order early to avoid
disappointment. Please do not confuse these high quality American
made power supplies with the cheap import units sold by others.

TERMS: (Unless specified el here) Add $1.50 postage, we pay Orders over $50.00 add 85¢ for insurance. No C.0.D. Texas Res. add 6-1/8% Tax. 90 Day Money Back
Guarantee on all items. All items subject to prior sale. Prices subject to change without notice. Foreign order - US funds only. We cannot ship to Mexico. Countries other than
Canada, add $3.50 shipping and handling.

Fast Reply #JH894



7472
7473
7474
7483
7485
7486
7490.
7493... .

7496

LS164
LS165
LS166
LS169
LS174
LS175
LS181
LS191
LS192
LS193
LS194
LS195
LS196
LS197
Ls221
LS240
LS241
LS242
LS243
LS244
LS245
LS251
LS253
LS257
LS258
LS259
LS260
LS266
LS273
LS279
LS280
LS283
LS290
LS293
LS298
LS299
LS323
LS348
LS364
LS366
LS367
LS368
LS373
LS374
LS375
LS377
LS378
LS390
LS393
LS399
LS670

25L.52569

TTL

74107.
74109.
74121
74123
74125
74132
74148
74151
74153
74154
74157... .

74160. .

1.

74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
7416€
74175
74174
74175
74181
74185
74192
74193
74195
74199
74221
74273
74365
74366
74367
74390

.60

.60

.60

.80

.80
1.00
75
.85
.80

1.50
1.70

.70
.80
.80

.60

.60

.60
1.40

2758 1KX8 +5V 450 ns ..
2716 2KX8

450 NS. o.oo2716-1 2KX8 350 n.s.
2732 4KX8 450 n.s.
732A ics ys y sss wm soe ge
2732A=35: i: : so: vm wes en
2532 4KX8 450 n.s.

TIEN
We bought a large quantity of 2708s
from a computer manufacturer who
redesigned their boards. We
removed them from sockets, erased
and verified them, and now we offer
the savings to you. Complete
satisfaction guaranteed.

2708
$1.49 or 10/812.00SLY

2016-2KX8 200 n.s. . 8/20.00
2101-1 - 256X4 500 n.s.
21L02-1 350 n.s. ......
2102AL-4 L.P. 450 n.s.
2111-1 256X4 500 n.s.
2114L-3 1KX4 300 n.s.

2125A-2 1KX1 70 n.s.
2142-3 1KX4 300 n.s.
2147 4KX1
TMS4044 (MCM6641 C-25)

4KX1 250 n.s.
6116P-4-2KX8

200 n.s. CMOS 8/20.00

CLEANLY
LESS THAN 50¢ EACH

MK4104J-4 - 250 N.S. 18 Pin
Ceramic Computer Mfg.

Surplus. PRIME. Fully Static.
Easy to Use. Has Same Pin Out

as TMS4044, but slightly
different timing. With Specs.

(Mostek)
8 for 5.00 32 for 15.95

VERY LOW POWER!

DYNAMIC RAM
2108-4 8KX1
2118-4 16KX1-5Volt .........4027-4KX1-250 n.s.
4116-16KX1-250 n.s. ......
4116-16KX1-200 n.s. ......
4116 16KX1-150 n.s. .....
4164- +5v 64K 200 n.s. ...
4164 150 n.s.
TMS4416-16KX4-150 ns. . ..
MK4516-15 16KX1-5Volt
5280N-5 (2107B-4 « TMS4060)

4KX1

. 8/6.00

AY3-8910
W/60 Page Manual
New Price — $7.00

P. 0. Box 280298 Dallas, Texas 75228

20.00 8085
4.50 8086-2
4.50 8087-3
1.25 8088

10.00 8255-5
29.95 8257

1.50 8259A
2.00 8259C-5
1.75 8275
3.25 8279-5
7.50 8284
9.95 8287
4.20
6.75

Z80 2.5 MHZ CPU
Z80CTC :

Z80DMA-DMA
Z80PIO .

Z80S10/0 ....
Z80A-4MHZ CPU
Z80A-CTC
Z80A DART
Z80A-DMA

Z80A-PIO .

ZBOA SI1O0/0;iii sow mass sea \

Z80B 6 MHZ CPU . 7.95ARLE

Z8002
8035
8039
8080A

4.75
24.95

149.00
15.00

8202A
D8203-1
8212
8214
8216
8228
8237-5
8250B
8251
8253-5

5.00
6.00
3.50
5.00

14.95
5.75
3.20
5.75
7.50

1771 Single Density
1791 Double Density ..... ‘

1793 Special 5

THREE CHIP SET
1797 or 1793. 2143-03. 1691

by W.D. Compare at up to 86.85.

B.G. SPECIAL
All 3 for only $22.95

UART
TR1602B (COM 2017) . 1.75
IM6402-(1863)+5v High speed

AY5-1013 pin ou . 2.95
INS 8250B ....... . 9.95

6840
6845P
6845S 7.50
6850 2.60
68A09EP 4.99
68A21 3.00
68B45 10.00

10.00
7.50

2.60 6545 5.00
6.95 6551 5.00

dH RS

9216:; : io cosmmEeE o 6

TM599532
BR1941L i

LEIS! : ; wis 5 wim ss Divas Suis 3 .

4.95

SOCKETS
Low Profile SOLDER TAIL

6 Pin 14/1.00
8 Pin 13/1.00

14 Pin 10/1.00
16 Pin 8/1.00
18 Pin 8/1.00
20 Pin 7/1.00
22 Pin 7/1.00
24 Pin 6/1.00
28 Pin 6/1.00
40 Pin 5/1.00

BUY $10
GET $1.00 - FREE CHOICE

2114 SPECIAL!
COMPUTER

MANUFACTURERS
EXCESS INVENTORY

SALE!
PRIME! 2114-300 n.s.
INCREDIBLE PRICE!

YOU SAVE!
8/$8.00

GUARANTEED

CRYSTALS
32.768 Khz SPECIAL
262.144
300.000 .

1.5432 Mhz .

1.8432
2.000000
2.560
3.000

3.579545
4.000 ..

4.194304
4.433618
4444.000
4.9152
4.916 Bd. Rate ..............5.000000

TABANI2:: «vs wan woo sams wan 1.00
T3728 <x sis cos wm § 50 © wos 1.49
8.000 1.49
9.000; : cous canine smamis ams buss 5 oss 1.49
9.90000
10.69425

14.31818

16.00000

TERMS: (Unless specified elsewhere) Add $1.50 postage, we pay balance.Orders over $50.00 add 85¢ for insurance. No C.0.D. Texas Res. add 6-1 /8% Tax. 90 Day Money
Back Guarantee on all items. All items subject to prior sale. Prices subject to change without notice. Foreign order - US funds only. We cannot ship to Mexico. Countries
other than Canada, add $3.50 shipping and handling.

Fast Reply #JH894



“ 6 M i¢R0 P. 0. Box 280298 Dallas, Texas 75228
® ° (214) 271-5546 cs | —— =

Big Computer Manufacturer Does It Again!!!
DISK DRIVE BONANZA — DOUBLE SIDED 5,"
DOUBLE DENSITY FACTORY NEW DISK DRIVES

MANUFACTURED IN JAPAN BY CANON.
THESE ARE PROBABLY THE MOST BEAUTIFUL

5." DISK DRIVES WE HAVE EVER SEEN 40
ON THE SURPLUS MARKET! TRACK

$499,, 2 FOR $8500
ADD $1.50 EACH FOR POSTAGE

| SPECS: DOUBLE SIDED — 40 TRACK
SINGLE OR DOUBLE DENSITY
TWO THIRDS HEIGHT (SPACE SAVER!)
INDUSTRY STANDARD PIN OUT
DIRECT DRIVE — NO BELT TO BREAK!
FAST ACCESS — 6MS
LATEST HEAD & DRIVE TECHNOLOGY

The same poor purchasing agent who nearly got lynched for over buying so many D.C.
switchers has gotten carried away again. The Big Boss found another hiding place crammed
with a truckload of the brand new precision manufactured 5":disk drives. Fortunately for us,
the Big Boss remembered us from the switchers deal and he gave us an opportunity to make
the “Second Best” surplus buy of the decade. Even though we bought a huge quantity, please
order early to avoid disappointment. Please do not confuse these sleek, 2/3 height, high
quality Japanese disk drives with the flimsy domestic units sold by others.

SERIAL ASCII KEYBOARD 1 ATARI HEX KEYBOARD

4
for

$49°5
This is no misprint! wo¥ Ww \ 4 | 3 tor $2000

Maxi Switch 67 Key (includes 10 function keys)
QWERTY serial keyboard. Number KYBD2185010
keyboard which uses a CMOS 8048 single chip
microprocessor for super low power consumption.
Very high quality with an exceptionally smooth feel. Originally designed for use with an Atari Home
Originally designed for use in a portable computer. Computer. Brand new in box. Encoded using the
Simple serial interface — complete documentation popular National Semi 74C923. Full schematic
included — Size: 12" x 5%" included. Originally sold for many times our price.

These won't last long at this price!!! Many applications besides computer use.

TERMS: (Unless specified elsewhere) Add $1.50 postage, we pay balance. Orders over $50.00 add 85¢ for insurance. No C.O.D. Texas Res. add 6-1/8% Tax. 90 Day Money Back
Guarantee on all items. All items subject to prior sale. Prices subject to change without notice. Foreign order - US funds only. We cannot ship to Mexico. Countries other than
Canada, add $3.50 shipping and handling.

Fast Reply #JH894



FIGURE 4: Run a #10-32 tap in the drive wheel end of the rotating shaft.

from slipping, though, because you
will just be frustrated later when you
have to retighten it after every wrap.

Once you have a good fit on the
shaft, slide the wheel on almost all
the way (Fig. 5). Allow ¥%g inch or so
to hang over the end of the shaft.
Scribe a mark on the shaft at the
other edge of the wheel. Now cut the
two collars (#3 and #12) from the
leftover %-inch OD tubing and
deburr them. Slide one collar to the
scribe mark and solder it in place.
Put the driven wheel and screw in
place, and slide the rotating shaft in-
to the outer housing. Slide the other
collar over the other end of the ro-
tating shaft until it is up against the
outer housing. Allow a few thou-
sandths of an inch for clearance and
solder the collar to the rotating shaft.
Be careful not to solder the shaft to
the housing.

The ‘“‘chuck” (#5) is made of a
piece of ¥6-by-%-inch ID steel tubing.
A short piece of ¥¢-inch brake-line
tubing works well because it has a
heavy wall and can be drilled for a
set screw to hold the bit. You could
also use ¥4-inch OD copper tubing
and solder the bit in place. I recom-
mend the steel tube and set screw
technique because the heat during
soldering might affect the bit’s
hardness.

Cut a section of the steel tubing
about 1% inches long. Make a center
punch mark about % inch in from
one end and drill a ¥¢-inch-diameter
starter hole. Change to a 3%,-inch drill

bit and redrill the hole. Now run a
#4-36 tap in as far as it will go (Fig.
6). If you have a bottom tap, run it
through also. You can now insert the
chuck into the rotating shaft until
slightly more then 3; inch is pro-
truding. Solder the chuck in place,
again taking care not to damage the
collars or solder the rotating shaft to
the outer housing.

The Motor & Drive Wheel
At this point, the mechanical work
is almost complete. All that remains
is to mount the motor (#7) and make
a drive wheel (#9). It is best to main-
tain a ratio of about four to one be-
tween the driven and driving wheel
diameter. Too small a drive wheel
does not have enough contact area
to prevent slippage. Too large a
wheel will result in a high speed and
too little torque. If you use an 8-track

FIGURE 5: Partially assembled tool with the driven
wheel on the shaft.

idler wheel, you should use a drive
wheel thatis as small as possible and
will still make contact.

The simplest, cheapest and most
readily available item for the drive
wheel is a press-in rubber foot pad
like those found on the bottom of
small electronic equipment. If you
do not have one on the bottom of
something you are about to throw
out, you can buy one, but virtually
anything round and rubber will
work. It should be about 3% inch long
and % inch in diameter, but it must
be big enough to touch the driven
wheel when mounted on the motor.

Note that the motor frame is
mounted against the outer housing.
You can reduce the diameter of your
drive wheel if it is too big. If you are
using the specified motor, drill a
Ye-inch hole in the center of the
wheel and slide it onto the motor
shaft. Now spin the motor. Does the
drive wheel wobble? If not, you have
used up all this week’s luck. If it
wobbles, simply slide the drive
wheel off the motor and onto the
next size larger drill (or a finishing
nail). Chuck this assembly into your
drill and hold a piece of coarse sand-
paper against the wheel until it is
concentric with the shaft.

If you wish, you can taper both the
drive wheel and the driven wheel us-
ing this technique. It is not necessary
to taper the wheels, but it looks
flashy and allows some adjustment of
the friction drive’s contact pressure.
If you have a belt sander, it is even
easier. Just hold the wheel at a bit of
an angle to the direction of the belt’s
motion.

The motor mentioned in the Parts
List is available from a number of
sources, including Marlin P. Jones,
PO Box 12685, Lake Park, FL 33403;
Herbach & Rademan, 401 E. Erie
Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19134; and
BNF Enterprises, 119 Foster St., Box
3357, Peabody, MA 01960. Prices
range from $1.50 to $4 each. Be sure
to buy at least one spare; it is the on-
ly guarantee you get. The motor uses
the split metal case for its contacts,
so solder a 3-foot section of light-
gauge stranded wire to each case sec-
tion. The plastic end caps have
notches every so often (Fig. 2, sec-
tion AA). They are helpful because
they hold the motor axially aligned
with the outer housing when it is in-
stalled. You might have to make
your own notches if you use another
motor.

COMPUTER§MYTH 1/85 35



The Care and
Feeding of Your
Computer Smyth
Subscription
If you have a question or a problem
about your Computer Smyth sub-
scription, please send your mailing
label and a brief note to the address
below.
If you're moving—Please let us
know as soon as possible, at least
four weeks before your move. At-
tach your last label to this coupon
and your new address below.
If you are subscribing or renew-
ing—Please check the appropriate
box below and fill in your name and
address. Send with your payment
($15 per year, outside USA add
$4.50 per year for postage) to the
address below.
If you want to be unlisted—
Occasionally we make our mailing
list available to firms or publications
whose wares we believe Computer
Smyth readers will find interesting.
If you wish your name excluded
from thatlist, send us your label, a
copy of it or just your ‘magic num-
ber” in the upper left-hand corner
of your label, along with your re-
quest to be excluded from such
mailings.
If you wish to give a gift—Send the
name of the lucky person(s) who will
be receiving Computer Smyth, as
well as your own name and address
(or just your ‘magic number") along
with payment of $15 for a gift of one
year, $25 for two one-year gifts (or
a two-year gift) and $12.50 per year
for each additional one-year gift.

$___ Payment Enclosed

J Check Money Order [J
U Credit Card [J MC/Visa UJ

CARD NUMBER—EXPIRES SIGNATURE

[J New Sub UJ Gift(s)
[J] Renewal [J Please unlist me

Change my address to:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Computer Smyth
PO Box 176

Peterborough, NH 03458

FIGURE 6: Run a #4-36 tap as far as it will go into the set screw bole.

3

~~
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FIGURE 7: Although Mr. Neely used a spring switch (below), you might choose a micro switch (above).

You cannot beat a strong rubber
bungee (#8) to hold the motor in
place. A doubled section of 27-inch
bicycle inner tube works great. It is
strong, adjustable, removable, quick
and cheap. Swallow your pride and
remember, ‘If it works, use it.”” You
can now install the motor and drive
wheel assembly.

The Switch & Supply
You may use any kind of switch you
like (Fig. 7). The switch shown con-
sists of a spring with an inside
diameter of slightly more than %

inch. The spring is one switch con-
tact and is insulated from the outer
housing with tape or, better still,
heat-shrink tubing. When you are
ready to wrap a pin, you deflect the
spring with your thumb, causing it to
touch the outer housing, which is the
other contact. Solder one motor wire
to the outer housing for this switch.
The other motor wire and the spring
are connected to the battery.

The final step is to connect your
power supply. You might have been
wondering how a 1.5V toy motor
would have enough pizazz to run this



MATERIALS LIST

Part # Name Description Source
1 outer housing Y-inch OD brass tubing hobby shop
2 rotating shaft 0.218-inch OD brass tubing (must

telescope into #1) hobby shop
3 & 12 shaft positioning collar }% inch long, cut from excess %-inch hobby shop

OD tubing
4 bit clamping screw #4-36 set screw hardware store
5 “chuck” ¥%e-inch OD steel brake-line tubing auto parts store
6 wire-wrap bit OK Machine Tool Co. #BT-30 Jameco Electronics
7 motor 1.5V DC toy motor see text
8 motor mount 2-inch-long section of 27-inch bicycle

inner tube or heavy rubber bands
9 driving wheel rubber foot or any Y%-inch round, electronic

solid rubber part supply store
10 driven wheel see text see text
11 driven wheel

clamp screws #10-32 screws, Y% inch long (+) hardware store
13 driven wheel

clamping collar Y-inch OD collar see text
14 switch spring %e¢-inch ID, light-gauge spring,

1% inches long (+) hardware store
15 insulator heat-shrink tubing, %s inch ID (+), electronic

or tape supply store
16 switch spring cover~~heat-shrink tubing, ' inch ID (+) electronic supply

PART 5 EXTENDEDJ FOR BIT SLEEVE

FIGURE 8: You might want to use a bit sleeve
to bold the wire while the wrap takes place.

FIGURE 9: Wire-wrapping is a fast means ofpro-
totyping that allows you to make changes dur-
ing the circuit assembly process.

store

tool. It’s simple—you just run it on
9V. A wire wrap takes about one sec-
ond of motor time and about 30 sec-
onds minimum to strip the wire and
locate the proper pin. You can burn
the motor out only by demonstrat-
ing what a wonderful job it does as
a circuit board drill or by trying to
figure out the battery life by leaving
it on continuously. Under normal
use, the motor does not display the
slightest temperature rise. The motor
draws about 1A maximum at 9V, and
any power supply that will provide
this will do. A 6V lantern battery will
work if it is fresh.

The bit is the standard replace-
ment bit of an OK Machine Tool
Company wire-wrap gun. It is avail-
able at any computer store or from
Jameco Electronics (1355 Shoreway
Rd., Belmont, CA 94002) and many
other dealers. Some people prefer us-
ing a bit sleeve to hold the wire while
the wrap takes place (Fig. 8). This
can be made of a piece of 0.0125
(%-inch) ID brass tubing. You can
also make piece #5 extend about %
inch past the set screw hole to ac-
complish the same effect.

You are now ready to wire-wrap
to your heart’s content (Fig. 9). If
you have not used this method be-
fore, you will quickly realize that you
have just discovered the fastest
means of prototyping known to-
day—short of hiring a technician.

LINE GARBAGE
It can penetrate your system's power
supplies—even through the power trans-
formers, diodes and filter capacitors. If you
think our air, water and earth are polluted,
have a look with an oscilloscope at what is
riding in on your power line sometime.

General Electric’s V130LA10A Metal Oxide
Varistor filters out all line spikes above ap-
proximately 180V and can handle current up
to 10A. Just solder one of these across the
110V primary of each of your power supplies
in your computer, and you can be certain that
your system will not be polluted or en-
dangered by line garbage.

No. SDV130
Four or more $1.60—Quantity

Each $2.00

Form of Payment:
[J Check [J Money Order [J MC/Visa
Card #
Expire Date:
Name
Address
City. State Zip.

Send all orders to:

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB
Box 243 Peterborough, NH 03458

MC/Visa orders: (603) 924-6371 9-4, M-F.
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COMPUTER SMYTH’S PRECEDENCE CHART (ASCII)
Dec. Binary

0000000
0000001
0000010
0000011
0000100
0000101
0000110
0000111

NOOO,

WN—=O

8 0001000
9 0001001
10 0001010
11 0001011
12 0001100
13 0001101
14 0001110
15 0001111

16 0010000
17 0010001
18 0010010
19 0010011
20 0010100
21 0010101
22 0010110
23 0010111

24 0011000
25 0011001
26 0011010
27 0011011
28 0011100
29 0011101
30 0011110
31 0011111

32 0100000
33 0100001
34 0100010
35 0100011
36 0100100
37 0100101
38 0100110
39 0100111

40 0101000
41 0101001
42 0101010
43 0101011
44 0101100
45 0101101
46 0101110
47 0101111

48 0110000
49 0110001
50 0110010
51 0110011
52 0110100
53 0110101
54 0110110
55 0110111

56 0111000
57 0111001
58 0111010
59 0111011
60 0111100
61 0111101
62 0111110
63 0111111

Octal

000
001
002
003

040

070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077

Hex Char.

NUL
SOH
STX
ETX
EOT
ENQ
ACK
BEL

ETB

©

©

NO

Oh

WN-—=+O

DV

IA

Alternate Name(s)

NULL, CNTL @
START OF HEADER
START OF TEXT
END OF TEXT
END OF TRANSMISSN
ENQUIRY
ACKNOWLEDGE
BELL, ALARM

BACKSPACE
HORIZ. TAB
LINE FEED, NL
VERT. TAB, VTAB
FORM FEED, PAGE
CARRIAGE RET., EOL
SHIFT OUT, RED
SHIFT IN, BLACK

DATA LINK ESC, DCO
XON, READER ON
TAPE, PUNCH ON
XOFF, READER OFF
PUNCH OFF
NEG. ACKNOWLEDGE
SYNCHRONOUS IDLE
END OF TXT BUFFER

CANCEL, CANCL
END OF MEDIUM
SUBSTITUTE
ESCAPE, PREFIX
FILE SEPARATOR
GROUP SEPARATOR
RECORD SEPARATOR
UNIT SEPARATOR

SPACE, BLANK
EXCLAMATION POINT

QUOTE MARK
POUND SIGN
DOLLAR SIGN
PERCENT SIGN
AMPERSAND
APOSTROPHE

LEFT PARENTHESIS
RIGHT PARENTHESIS
ASTERISK, STAR
PLUS SIGN
COMMA
DASH, MINUS SIGN
PERIOD, DOT
SLASH

NUMBER ZERO
NUMBER ONE
NUMBER TWO
NUMBER THREE
NUMBER FOUR
NUMBER FIVE
NUMBER SIX
NUMBER SEVEN

NUMBER EIGHT
NUMBER NINE
COLON
SEMICOLON
LESS THAN
EQUAL SIGN
GREATER THAN
QUESTION MARK

Dec. Binary

1000000
1000001
1000010
1000011
1000100
1000101
1000110
1000111

1001000
1001001
1001010
1001011
1001100
1001101
1001110
1001111

1010000
1010001
1010010
1010011
1010100
1010101
1010110
1010111

1011000
1011001
1011010
1011011
1011100
1011101
1011110
1011111

1100000
1100001
1100010
1100011
1100100
1100101
1100110
1100111

1101000
1101001
1101010
1101011
1101100
1101101
1101110
1101111

1110000
1110001
1110010
1110011
1110100
1110101
1110110
1110111

1111000
1111001
1111010
1111011
1111100
1111101
1111110
1111111

Octal

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

130

137

140
141
142
143
144
145

147

150

157

Hex Char.

Sew

——N<XX

S<CHOIOUV

OZZIrXec—I

OTMMOOTP>E

/

033

—Xx——=—T

@Q@—-0QO0OOT®D

ES<CcC~0nn-~00

|
mt

ee

nm,

NS

XC

Alternate Name(s)

AT SIGN
UPPER CASE “A”

UPPER CASE “H”

UPPER CASE ‘““P”

UPPER CASE “'X”

LEFT BRACKET
BACK SLASH
RIGHT BRACKET
UP ARROW
UNDERLINE

ACCENT GRAVE
LOWER CASE “A”

LOWER CASE “‘H”

LOWER CASE “P”

LOWER CASE “X"

LEFT CURLY BRKT
VERTICAL SLASH

Alt Mode, Rt Curly Bkt
TILDE

DEL DELETE, RUBOUT
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Not because we say so, but because they say so. . .

““The ‘New Yorker’
of audio magazines®..........

Audio Amateur is a magazine that continues a great American
tradition—a tradition that loves tinkering and experimentation
and embraces rather than eschews technology. Readers ofthis
magazine, I suspect, don't simply discuss the latest heavily ad-
vertised “quantum leap” forward. TAA subscribers are im-
pressed more by an interesting project they can build from
scratch. They love to extract, by modification, the greatest possi-
ble perfection from classic and recently introduced audio prod-
ucts.

Like the New Yorker, the Audio Amateur publishes articles
that are measured and thoughtful, articles that are beyond su-
perlatives by the bushel basket found in most of the mass circu-
lated audio magazines. The reasoned tone results in part from
the considerable contributions made by English writers, includ-
ing the late B.J. Webb. Edward T. Dell, Jr., the editor, almost
always includes a thoughtful editorial that, alone, is worth the
cost of admission. Unlike some of the little audiophile maga-
zines, TAA is generally beyond clannish allegiance to a few
manufacturers. Articles on projects to construct and modify ap-
peal to the fondness of its readers for a wide range of projects.

Audio Amateur has served up a smorgasbord of projects over
its ten year existence. How to properly adapt a Grace arm to an
AR turntable, build a record cabinet, modify a Formula-4 tone-
arm to improve low frequency reproduction, or build a 10 dol-
lar three-element Yagi antenna have all been offered as appeti-
zers, projects that require some familiarity with tools and a few
nights of your time. The main course offerings demand various
degrees of more sophisticated electronic skill. If you've only
assembled a one tube radio (twenty years ago), many of the
electronic projects are going to more than you can chew. Num-
erous past articles have shown how to improve classic Dynaco
products. Recently, Nelson Pass of the Threshold Corp. dis-
cussed how to build a 40 watt per channel class A amplifier.
Electronic articles typically assume an ability to find the parts
necessary to build the projects. Chances are you'll spend some

Subscription order form:
The Audio Amateur, P.O. Box 576, Peterborough, NH 03458-0576, USA
Enter my subscription order for The Audio Amateur as follows:

[J Two years (eight issues) at $35.00
[J One year (four issues) at $18.00

This is a [] New; Renewal [] subscription

Name

time searching through parts catalogs and local surplus houses
before you can begin to wade into the actual construction.

Sophisticated articles that examine specific audio problems
but do not involve building projects also abound. Walt Jung,
contributing editor, has discussed slewing induced distortion in
amplifiers in a series of articles. How we actually perceive
sound and how many speakers may be necessary to recreate
the closest possible approximation of the live event has also
been discussed.

If speaker building is your forte, past articles have dealt with
horn loaded and transmission line designs. Instructions on how
to build electrostatic transducers from scratch, and box fabrica-
tion for sub-woofers with an accompanying active crossover
have also been features. It's a measure of TAA contributor in-
genuity that a complex driver like the Heil air-motion transform-
er has been built by an amateur—complete instructions on how
to build a home version of the large Heil appeared in the
magazine in 1977.

An excellent analysis of recently introduced audio kits is a
regular feature. Kit reviews are technically very thorough and
are often more objective than you find elsewhere. A regular fea-
ture, “Audio Aids,” offers all kinds of informative hints from
readers. A letter section from readers comments on past articles
and present concerns and lends a thoughtful and inquiring tone
to the magazine. Advertisements, themselves, are often helpful
to the reader since many of the ads list parts that are vital for
project construction. Most of the better kit manufacturers also
advertise in Audio Amateur.

If you are already an audio craftsman, or would like to be-
come one, Audio Amateur is an excellent touchstone. For less
than the price of a good meal and a movie ticket, you can re-
ceive five issues a year.

—George Hortin, Staff Writer
INPUT, published by ESS, Inc.

9613 Oates Avenue, Sacramento CA 95827

REMITTANCE DETAILS
"I enclose $
[J Check [] Postal Order
OJ Charge Card Authorization
Card Number:

[J MasterCard Visa [] Expires /
Street & No.

Signature

Town
Minimum Charge Order $10.00

State Zip.

Foreign: Caribbean add $2 per year; Canada and others $4 per year for postage.
Please allow up to six weeks for delivery.

Credit card order telephone:
(603) 924-9464 M-F, 9-4 EDT



EASY
COLOR
CONVERSION
Convert RGB
Output to
Composite Signals

BY THOMAS L. CLARKE

Thomas L. Clark uses mainframe and minicom-
puters as part of his job as an acoustic ocean
scientist at the National Oceanographic and At-
mospheric Administration (NOAA). Professional-
ly, he uses microcomputers primarily for acquir-
ing data for underwater projects. Personally, he
uses microcomputers to support his telescope-
making and speaker-building hobbies, in educa-
tional activities for his two daughters, and for
playing ZORK.
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l sing color graphicsis one of the
better ways to make computer

output more comprehensible. But get-
ting the right color monitor at the
right price can be a problem. That’s
where my circuit comes in.

Color monitors accept either sepa-
rate video signals for each of the red,
green and blue (RGB) primary colors,
or a composite color video signal in
which the color information is phase
encoded on a 3.58MHz color subcar-
rier, which is mixed with a luminance
(black-and-white) signal. A color TV

set can be considered a
composite monitor with
a radio-frequency (RF)
tuner attached.

RGB signals are easier to generate
than composite signals because the
digital signals from the memory bits
corresponding to the three colors are
merely routed to the output connec-
tor. As a result, many computers (€.g.,
the Sanyo 550 and some IBM-compat-
ible color graphics cards) have only an
RGB output. While this simplifies the
computer system box, it requires an
RGB color monitor, which is general-
ly more expensive than a composite
one. By using an RF modulator,it also
precludes the use of a color TV as a
monitor.

I have designed an RGB modulator
circuit that will convert RGB output
to a composite signal and also provide
an RF signal suitable for reception by
a color TV set (Fig. 1). Although some
ofthe crispness possible with an RGB
monitor is lost in the conversion proc-
ess (Fig. 2), the circuit does allow you
to get up and running with moderate-
resolution color applications without
a large investment. With a moderate-
ly full junk box, you can build this in-
terface for less than $20. All new parts
cost less than $50, only slightly more
than the cable needed to connect the
computer to a monitor.

The Circuit
The RGB modulator circuit shown in
Fig. 1 is based on National Semicon-
ductor’s LM1886 TV video modulator
IC. This chip is designed to convert
colorsignals into standard TV signals
on Channel 2, 3 or 4. Because the
LM1886 is not normally operated
directly from RGB signals, this circuit
differs quite a bit from those in Na-
tional’s literature.

Color video signals take several
forms. If Y is the luminance, or black-
and-white, video signal, and R, G and
B are the primary color signals, then

the luminance is determined from the
color signals by the following formula:

Y=0.3R+0.6G +0.1B

The Y signal is not simply the average
of the R, G and B signals because the
TV screen phosphor/human eye com-
bination is not uniformly sensitive to
all colors. The relation between Y and
RGB shows that any three of Y, R, G
and B or any three combinations of
these signals are sufficient to recon-
struct the complete color image. Pub-
lished LM1886 applications use Y,
(R-Y) and (B-Y) because these
signals are commonly supplied by
video-game chips and translate more
directly into composite video signals.

Figure 1 sums the RGB signals via
22k, 10k and 56k resistors to form the
Y signal, which is applied to pin 13
of the LM1886. Sections C and D of
the CD4070 combine the vertical sync
(VS) and horizontal sync (HS) into a
composite sync signal, which is add-
ed to Y through one 19k resistor.
Another 19k resistor biases Y negative
so that black (R=G=B=0) cor-
responds to ground and the sync level
is — 0.6V. The sync signals must be ac-
tive low transistor-transistor logic
(TTL) levels. The RGB signals are 0 to
5V, but they may be analog. The 2.7k
resistor to ground sets the Y signal
level to match the level of the color
subcarrier modulator inside the
LM1886.

The RGB signals pass through the
33k resistors to the (R-Y), chroma
bias and (B -Y) color modulator in-
puts of the LM1886. Feeding G to the
bias input and using undifferenced R
and B signals in this way produces dif-
ferencing in the internal, doubly
balanced color modulators. The dif-
ferencing closely approximates the
results of applying the R-Y), (B-Y)
and DC bias signals for which the
LM1886 was designed. The 33k resis-
tors, in combination with the 2pF in-
put capacity of the LM1886, filter col-
or signal components above 3.5MHz
from the color modulator inputs. Fre-
quencies higher than 3.58MHz would
be aliased in the modulation process
and would cause strange visual effects.
The demodulation circuitry in a com-
posite monitor/TV filters the color
signals even more.

Subcarriers
The color subcarrier is provided by a
crystal oscillator network attached to
pins 17 and 18. Subcarrier frequency
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FIGURE 1: This circuit converts RGB output to a composite signal and provides an RF signal suitable for reception by a color TV.
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PARTS LIST
RGB MODULATOR

Resistors*

R1, R3, R13,
R14, R15 100k
R2 47k
R4 2.7k
RS, R9 19k
R6 22k
R7 10k
R8 56k
R10, R11, R12 33k
R16 3.9k
R17 4.7k
R18 1k, VW,

10% comp. or film
R19 220Q,%W,

10% comp. or film
R20, R21 9200
R22 27k
R23 39k
R24 33Q
R25 4700
R26, R27 270Q
R28 1k
R29 92Q
R30 100Q
*All resistors % W, 5% comp. orfilm unless otherwise
specified.

Capacitors
Cl 120pF, 10% ceramic disk

(at least 25V)
C2, C3, C7, 0.01uF, +80/-20%
C10, C11, C15 ceramic disk (at least 25V)
C4 1,000uF, 20V electrolytic
cs, C9 4-34pF ceramic trimmer
C6, C8 47pF, 10% ceramic disk

(at least 25V)

Diodes, ICs

D1 1N914 or equiv.
D2, D3 IN752A or equiv.

(5.6V zener, 400mW)
D4-D7 CSBO5 or equiv.

(1A bridge, 50 PIV)
Ic1

_
CD4070 Quad XOR gate
(A or B series)

C2 LM1886 color video
modulator

Misc.

CH1 0.27uH coil (e.g., 6 turns,
%¢-inch diameter)

X 3.579545MHz color-burst
crystal (HCIS size)

= 12V AC, 250mA
transformer with plug (not
shown in Fig. 1)

Q1 2N2222 or equiv.
(NPN, 40V, 100mA,
hfe > 200)

— LED pilot lamp, 20mAEs

[RTVEscEE
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FIGURE 2: The same graphic image is shown on a Sanyo 555 12-inch green monitor and a 19-inch
color TV. What appear as darkly shaded rectangles on the green monitor appear as brightly colored
rectangles on the TV.

is adjusted by the 4 to 34pF variable
capacitor. Pin 18 is fed by an RC com-
bination of 920Q and 47pF, while pin
1 is fed the same signal through a CR
combination of the same values. The
0.01uF capacitor merely blocks DC.
As a result, the 3.58MHz signals at pins
1 and 18 are 90 degrees out of phase.
The phase at pin 1 corresponds to the
color red, whereas the phase at pin 18
corresponds to the color blue. Within
the LM 1886, these two phases, multi-
plied by the color difference signals,
are summed with the Y signal and ap-
pear at pin 13.

Absolute phase reference for de-
modulating the color signals is pro-
vided to the monitor/TV by the color
burst of the 3.58MHz carrier, which
is included in the composite signal
following the horizontal sync pulse.
The proper phase for the color burst
corresponds to the negative of the pin
18 signal, or minus blue. The burst can
be inserted by pulling pin 4 negative;
the video-game or CRT controller chip
usually does this.

To simplify circuitry, I chose the
alternative method of pulling pins 2
and 3 positive. Gates A and B of the
CD4070 produce a 6usec pulse
following the trailing edge of the
horizontal sync pulse. This 5.6V signal
pulse pulls pins 2 and 3 high through
the 100k resistors. The 100k resistor
to ground on pin 4 establishes sym-
metry. The pulse is generated by the

delay at pin 6 of gate B relative to pin
5 for the positive-going trailing edge
of the horizontal sync signal produced
by D1, the 47k resistor and the 120pF
capacitor. When pins 5 and 6 or gate
B are at difference levels, the output
is high. This condition is produced for
positive signals by the RC delay, but
inhibited for negative-going signals by
diode conduction.

The remainder of the RGB modu-
lator circuit follows published applica-
tions of the LM1886. Pin 12, the Y ref-
erence, is biased by dividing the 5.6V
logic supply. The tank circuit and sup-
ply resistors attached to pins 6 and 7
provide the Channel 2, 3 or 4 carrier,
which is internally modulated and

FIGURE 3: Wiring layout is not critical. The “‘rat’s
nest’ technique used for the prototype proves this.



FIGURE 4: Board pattern for the RGB modulator circuit. FIGURE 5: Stuffing guide for the modulator circuit.

buffered and which appears at pin 10.
This RF signal has millivolt amplitude
and low impedance so that it can be
fed directly to a color television set.

Another oscillator-modulator com-
bination is available by attaching a
tank to pins 8 and 9 and taking the
output from pin 11. Emitter follower
Q1 buffers the composite video signal
at pin 13. Because this buffered com-
posite signal, CV, has a sync level of
-1.3V, I did not use a coupling
capacitor. Most monitors include a
coupling capacitor and a DC restora-
tion circuit.

The components within the dotted
lines in Fig. 1 represent a sound sub-
carrier circuit. Tune the tank con-
nected between pin 15 and the 10V
supply to 4.5MHz. Tuning D8 fre-
quency-modulates this oscillator and

gives full deviation for about a 1V in-
put when biased between the 10V and
5.6V supplies by the 470k resistor.
The signal is applied to the Y refer-
ence through the 150k resistor and
22pF capacitor. If you require a sound
carrier on the CV output, connect pin
15 to pin 13 through a 15k resistor
and a 22pF capacitor. If you do not
use a sound subcarrier, connect pin 15
directly to the 10V supply. The sound
carrier can introduce a moire pattern
effect due to beating between the
sound and video signals. For best per-
formance, the sound carrier should be
omitted.

The RGB modulator circuit requires
DC supplies of —5 to —-6V, +5 to
+6V and +9 to + 12V. These volt-
ages might be available from other
equipment. If not, the DC supply cir-
cuit shown provides these voltages
from a floating source of 12V AC such
as a plug-in AC adapter transformer.
You may also use an LED as a pilot
lamp in series with the 1k resistor, as
shown.

Layout & Construction
Circuit layout and construction is not
critical. I built the prototype on a
universal prototyping board with a
“rat’s nest” wiring technique (Fig. 3).
Perfboard and any reasonable wiring
technique should work. For those
who can make etched circuit boards,

PARTS LIST >
OPTIONAL AUDIO MODULATOR

Resistors & Capacitors
R31 150k, %W
R32 15k, “WW

R33 470k, iW
C12 22pF ceramic
C13 120pF ceramic
Cl4 0.01uF ceramic

Misc.

CH2 10H adjustable coil
D8 IN5447 tuning diode

Figs. 4 and 5 show the board pattern
and stuffing guide for a single-sided
layout of the RGB modulator circuit.

TABLE 1

RGB CONNECTOR PIN-OUTS

DIN Conn.
1

Signal D Conn.
R
G

B

3
2

4
HS 8

7

5
HEU

WY

00

It measures only 3 inches square, so
you might be able to build it into an
odd corner of your existing equip-
ment. It also fits handily into a mini-
box enclosure (Fig. 6).

Appropriate connectors should be
wired to the input/output (I/O) pads
on the board. The RGB output usual-
ly uses either a nine-pin D connector
or an eight-pin DIN. Pin assignments
for these two types of connectors are
shown in Table 1. RCA phono jacks
are nearly universal for RF and CV
signals.

Adjustment is simple. After apply-
ing power and connecting I/O, tune
the RF tank to Channel 2, 3 or 4 (if
you are using a TV set) by observing
the screen. Then adjust the 3.58MHz
oscillator trimmer to produce a stable

COMPUTERGMYTH 1/85 4



If you want to experiment, you can
vary the 920%, 47pF phase-shift net-
works on pins 1 and 18 to change the
exact range of colors represented by
the color subcarrier. You can also
change the relationship between col-
or and brightness by varying the 22k,
10k and 56k resistors that sum to pro-
duce the Y signal. Adjusting these will
produce variations from deep, satu-
rated colors to light pastels.

I have not tried to limit the RF
bandwidth to the 6MHz stipulated by
TV broadcast standards. As a result, on
my 19-inch color TV, a line of
80-column text is barely readable.
Forty-column text is, however, very
easyto read. As I mentioned before,
the circuit doesfilter the color signals,
which are probably filtered even more
in the TV/monitor, so fine vertical
lines tend to lose their color. gd

FIGURE 6: You can mount the RGB modulator in a mini-box and use a plug-in transformer to power
it. The ruler is 6 inches long.

image with pleasing colors and no adjustment and the TV controls. Trial
rainbow effects. There is some interac- and error will give the right com-
tion between the 3.58MHz oscillator bination.

0ld Colony will offer the board for this unit
if readers express sufficient interest. Estimated
cost is $8. If you would be interested in pur-
chasing the board, enter Fast Reply #KH862 on
the Fast Reply card. Do not sendpayment. Old
Colony will contact you if they decide to offer
the board.

Don’t Make a MoveWithout Us!
Our HS-2 dual stepper motor driver allows

independent control of two stepper motors from a
personal computer. Or hook it up to our HS-1 micro-
computer and get programmable in BASIC motion

control. Our SM-101 90 oz-in stepper motors and
: PS-408 power supply complete the

system which gives hands-free;
computer controlled ‘operation of

drilling equipment, plotters,
robotics—almost any application

where precise positioning
is required.

HS-2 Dual ..... SPB. §1) X||)
Complete System ...... $619.00

Components available separately.reJA YeePO Box 38, Brookfield IL, 6051 3 - (31 2) 387-0802

4 COMPUTER§MYTH 1/85 Fast Reply #JH901



The Plain English
Repair & Maintenance
Guide for Home
Computers
by Henry F. Beechhold
Computer Book Division
Simon & Shuster Inc., 1984
Softbound, $14.95

by Ronald H. Miller

No one talks much about the care
and feeding of personal com-
puters. Everyone seems to act as
though you bring it home, plug it
in, turn it on and live happily ever
after. If a problem develops, a call
to your friendly, neighborhood
computer store will take care of
it—if the warranty is still in effect.
If the warranty has expired (usual-
ly the day before the problem oc-
curs), your local dealer will be
happyto sell you service—at the
going (expensive) rate.

A number of my friends have
described computers as boring.
Although they may not be entire-
ly correct, in terms of hardware,
they are not far off the mark. In
this interesting book, Henry
Beechhold dispels a lot of that
hardware mystique, calms a great
many fears about whatis actually
inside those expensive boxes, and
offers suggestions about how to
solve problems with computer
hardware operation.

One reason to buy the book is
thatit is fun to read, but there are
also more practical reasons. The
chapter titles give a good indica-
tion of the content and style: The
Ground Rules, The Tinkerer’s
Toolbox, The Compleat Junkbox,
Peeking and Poking Inside, Block
That Diagram, A Few Inside
Moves, Power in Short Supply, Do
You See What IC?, Cleaning
House, Saving Interface, Projects:
Making It Better, Projects: Making
It New. Beechhold assumes that
his readers are ready to approach
disassembly, repair and reassem-
bly with attention and care, but he
is careful to explain small details
so that he will not lose even those
who have done nothing more
complicated than changing a light
bulb or fuse.

The book contains a few minor

 INREVIEW
errors and some helpful hints, and
I have a couple of suggestions for
additional material that Beechhold
might include in future editions.

Several typographical errors ap-
pear, including one on page 24
that substitutes 15,000 for 1,500.
On page 45, there is some confu-
sion about the relationships
among voltage, resistance, current
and heat, while page 216 contains
mistakes about resistance and
capacitance in parallel.

Among the handy hintsis a tid-
bit on page 91 about the nature of
computers: ‘“‘all electronic gad-
gets—computers among them—

are prey to disorders that defy ex-
planation. Perhaps 10 percent,
perhaps more, of electronic mis-
behavior just can’t be understood.
Who knows why? Yet everything,
or nearly everything, somehow
gets fixed.” That is encouraging
news to this reader and hobbyist.
Page 116 explains a helpful way of
substituting for a possibly defec-
tive chip, while the author's sug-
gestion of a possible substitute for
an EPROM eraser (p. 245) might be
worth the cost of the book, if you
are into that kind of thing.

On the other hand, Beechhold
might have included some addi-
tional information. For instance,
on page 114, he might have noted
the best and safest way I have
heard of to pull static-sensitive
chips—i.e., use large binder clips
to short acrossall the pins before
pulling. On page 128, when he
discusses cleaning contacts, per-
haps he should have mentioned
Cramolin,a helpful substance for
cleaning and preserving contacts.

Those who buy the book re-
ceive one free consultation by mail
to ask Beechhold’s advice on a
particular problem. I have not
received a response to my seven-
month-old request for assistance,
but I am willing to believe that the
suggestions, if and when received,
will be practical and helpful.

Beechhold has inspired me to
take apart my Chameleon and try
to fix a disk drive that, with cer-
tain software, gives false indica-

tions that the drive door is open.
Although more extensive direc-
tions about opening that particular
type of portable machine would
have been handy, his overall ap-
proach and practical encourage-
ment were helpful, and I have
now been inside my machine a
number of times without difficul-
ty, even though I have notyet cor-
rected the problem. For other hob-
byists who are also ready to do
more than just change fuses
around the house, this should be
a helpful and encouraging book.[]

Android Design
by Martin Bradley Weinstein
Hayden Book Company, Inc., 1981
Softbound, 254 pp., $15.95

by John Davidson

The biggest problem with An-
droid Design isits title. Although
it describes the contents of the
book, it does not hint at the
wealth and diversity of the infor-
mation therein. Building an an-
droid, an R2D2-type robot, is an
intricate and complex project in-
volving many different technolo-
gies. With all these technologies
under one cover, it would be a
shameif only the serious android
builder were to read this book.

Some of the technologies de-
scribed are obviously ‘‘robotic.”
For instance, the chapter ‘‘Philo-
sophical Considerations’ offers
some basic guidelines for android
programming, including consider-
ation of hazards to people, proper-
ty or the environment, especially
if there has been a failure or two
in the android, and giving the an-
droid an “instinct for self-preser-
vation.” More specific robotic
problems are discussed in chapters
titled “Obstacles in the Human En-
vironment” and ‘‘The Special
Problems of Stairways.”

Other topics in the book are of
more general interest. Chapters on
motor drives and batteries offer
good overviews as well as solid

and practical engineering data in
these areas. ‘Motor Juice Concen-
trate’ explains how to use power
VMOS FETs (vertical metal-oxide
semiconductor field-effect tran-
sistors) for control of large direct
currents. Previous technologies
used either bipolar transistors,
which required lots of power and
circuitry to switch them, or me-
chanical relays, which were sus-
ceptible to contact pitting.

The chapter on collision avoid-
ance also provides a wealth of
technical information, both prac-
tical and theoretical, about object-
sensing and range-finding, using

multichannel optical (pulsed infra-
red lasers) and sound reflection.

A robot-specific chapter on
hands, which discusses both man-
ipulation and “fingertip” pressure-
sensing, is followed by a lengthy
discussion (with construction dia-
grams) of ‘‘Ramera,” a solid-state
miniature televisionlike camera
that can provide “vision” to your
computer, whether ornotit is in
a robot.

A section on speech synthesis,
complete with IC part numbers,
shows how to provide a voice for
your computer and make it re-
spond with English words and
even sentences. The book also in-
cludes a discussion of speech re-
cognition—i.e., giving verbal in-

structions to the computer—but
the bottom line is that the tech-
nology is not yet available to make
this practical in the field.

Android Design does not pre-
tend to be a complete how-to
guide for building your own
R2D2. It is a collection of useful
high-tech building blocks that are
applicable far beyond robotics.
The book is well-written, and un-
like some other texts I have seen,
it contains specific part numbers
as well as source names and ad-
dresses. This information may
seem a bit volatile for a book, but
if you ask a manufacturer about an
old part, he will usually tell you
with glee about the newer, better
one. The book also includes a
bibliography on speech synthesis
and recognition and an excellent
index. I would considerthis book
a good buy, even if you need just
one chapter and throw away the
rest.
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SMYTHNET
DOCUMENTATION
IS A MUST
Editor’s Note: This letter responds to a recent
editorial in Audio Amateur 4/84 discussing
the availability (or unavailability) ofproduct
schematics and repair manuals. Because the
problem also affects computer owners, we de-
cided to publish Mr. Senger’s letter bere.

Thanks for your position on product
documentation. This seems to have
become a problem only in the past five
years, as a peculiar form of personal gain
paranoia—perhaps otherwise known as

extreme avarice—has swept certain
segments of the engineering and manu-
facturing community. Unfortunately, it
has a completelydifferent effect than the
one intended—or at least stated.

First, it is no barrier at all to bootleg
manufacturers, since the smallest part of
such an enterprise would be to hire
somebody to make a schematic of a
working electronic product or to copy
an EPROM. This argument on the part of
manufacturers is specious at best.

The real effectis to hinder the activities
of the technically competent individual.
As such, I resent the effort. But even
here, the aim of manufacturers is wide
of the mark. The actual copying of a
working product is really quite rare
because such an activity is quite time con-
suming. For those relatively few who
have more time than money, why not be
magnanimous enough to let them be?

It seems to me that the real goal of such
a policyis to make it as difficult as possi-
ble to repair an electronic product and
thereby encourage sales of new units.
Even here, the plan often goes awry.

Here is a case in point. A few months
back, a friend gave me an old Novation
DC 102A modem, which apparently had
been manufactured in 1972. According
to a note I found on it, the unit had not
worked since 1977. This seemed to be a
fun way to learn how to work on
modems. As I did not know much about
them, I sent a letter to Novation re-
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questing a service manual, expecting to
pay the usual $10 to $20 fee. When, after
about three months, I still had not re-
ceived a reply, I tried again. This time I
received a form letter advising me that
this was the second change-of-address
notice they had sent. The letter did not
say a word about the service manual! My
reply to this letter was, I am afraid, rather
hot. Finally, I was formally notified that
it was not company policy to sell service
manuals and, furthermore, that the unit
was too old to be repaired, even by them.

This was a new experience for me, but
I want Novation and anybody else who
is interested to know that I will not be
buying any company’s products if that
company does not provide full documen-
tation and does not publish a service
manual. I hope others will do the same.
This problem will be solved only when
manufacturers realize that withholding
technical information only hurts
themselves.

Charles Senger
LaJolla, CA 92037

COUNT ME IN
Where have you been these past five
years? When will you go monthly? Every
third month is hardly enough space to
cover the vast range of new hobby and
serious electronics possibilities that have
arisen since computer chips and other
hardware have become available. I have
written letter after letter to various
magazines, suggesting the need for just
this kind of magazine. Isn't it odd that
you should get my name from Ham
Radio rather than one of the computer
magazines?

In your promotion, you summed up
your philosophy about magazines beau-
tifully: “We believe magazines are hard-
copy networks. . . .”’ In my opinion, the
reason sales of home computers have
slowed appreciably is that prospective
buyers are asking, “What can I do with
this beast after I have balanced my check-

book?” Your job is to come up with
things to make and do that are computer
oriented. Your charter/plotter article is
a good beginning.

Count me in! I have been seeking a
magazine like this for so long that I can
almost taste it—both as an avid reader
and as a writer who enjoys building from
scratch. Hearty wishes for your success!

Waldo T. Boyd
Geyserville, CA 95441

DON’T FORGET THE PC
I am pleased to see that a magazine
devoted to computer hardware projects
is finally being published. I own a
Leading Edge computer, which I chose
on the basis of its IBM PC compatibility,
price and features. I wanted an IBM com-
patible because of the tremendous range
of available software. I also feel that the
PC is the best general-purpose machine
on the market today. I hope you will not
ignore the PC and compatible computers
when planning articles for Computer
Smyth.

I would like to see several specific proj-
ects in your magazine, including the
following:
8 multiprocessor boards to mimic other
operating systems, such as a Z80 board
to run CP/M, a 6502 board to emulate Ap-
ple computers and perhaps boards to
emulate the TRS-80 and the Commodore
64;
m graphics cards for use with mono-
chrome and color monitors;
m input/output cards allowing you to
use the computer as a controller or lab
measurement system;
m peripherals.

I was pleased to see that you are plan-
ning a project on an X-Y plotter. How
about a backup storage tape system,
mouse and light-pen input devices, and
a graphics tablet? An expansion box/
device that would allow you to use S-100
boards would also be of interest.

I hope you do not neglect software en-
tirely. I agree that we do not need
another software review magazine, but
columns on MS-DOS, assembly language
and high-level languages might be worth
pursuing.

Bradford Chaucer
Wallingford, CT 06492



Don’t keep your ad
a secret

Take a peek at this.. . . Private classified
advertising space, up to

to Computer Smyth subscribers
FREE OF CHARGE for personal, non-

tion or assistance. Any words beyond 50 are only
20¢ per word! “For Sale’’ ads must be for personal sales

and not for profit. For resale at a profit, you can place an ad in the
“Trade”’ section of our classifieds for only 70¢ per word. And, if you really want

your ad to stand out, how about placing a space ad in our classifieds? Hurry and fill
out the form below. Send it along to us with your payment to get your ad in the next
issue of Computer Smyth.

Attention: Computer Smyth Classified Department, PO Box 176, Peterborough, NH 03458

Private Classified Ads-
Add 20¢ per word for
every word over 50.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Trade Classified Ads-
I 70¢ per word ($10
I minimum per order).
I Five insertions deduct
| 10%.
I

|
|
|
|
|
|

Classified Space Ads-
1in.: $40 per column
inch.
2 in.: $75 per column
inch.
3 in. or more $105 per
column inch. _-Prepaid only. Camera
ready/film required.
Five insertions deduct
10%. Discount:

Total:

Payment by: [J Check J Money Order [J Master Card J VISA

Card No. Expires
Signature Date
Name Company
Street
City State Zip

—— — PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER ======m== =m mmm mmm mms



100% GUARANTEED ICs - MONEY BACK!
1-800-245-2235

SPECIALS *
Wielahvepetdditeell SPECIALS *

4164 250ns .75 [ErieptiminrcdpetdumSubir:
1]

4164 200ns [EeEstarrpbtu 27128 450ns 5.00
ten years) we can supply you with most, If not all of your IC needs.

9/11 50 Until this year our vast Inventory of ICs was avallable to only Z80AS10/0 3.75
. manufacturers and distributors. The phenomenal growth of the

41256 150ns EEAcdrhiheeel FDC 1793 2.00
750 Emravibkhall 68000G8 18.00

. forget, you get an additional 30% discount on orders over $500!

PE

30% Scooroers:

{UR31

4.0 MHZ (A)

|
CPU, CIC,P10DMA.>

2322888888

i

rh

BLSRLT RY F113
9901 1.50

ANY 10K10GIC 100
ANY 100K LOGIC 5.00TCA2219 South 48th Street ® Tempe, AZ 85282

me 800-245-2235 HOURS: 7a.m.-5:30p.m.
(MOUNTAIN TIME)

In Arizona 602-438-1570 Monday Thru Friday

Fast Reply #JH1038


